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1. INTRODUCTION 

The central question to be addressed in this article is: what can be 

learned about nuclear structure by stopping negatively charged pions in 

targets of nuclei from various regions of the periodic table and examining 

the emitted photon spectra between 50 and 150 MeV with a resolution of 5 2 MeV? 

TI1e two processes which account for nearly all photons in this energy 

interval are radiative capture, 

and charge exchange 

TI + A: ~ A£ + y 
- 1 

~ (A-1)£ + n + y 

~ (A-2)f + n + n + y 

L 2y 

(l.la) 

(l.lb) 

(l.lc) 

(1. 2) 

The latter has been observed only with hydrogen and 3He targets. Measure-

ments of the photon spectra from hydrogen and deuterilUll targets in the early 

1950's helped detennine basic properties of the pion, such as its mass, odd 

intrinsic parity, and the n-N coupling constant. In recent years targets 

ranging up to A = 209 have been studied and much of the interest has turned 

to the use of radiative pion capture as a probe of nuclear structure. 

The study in 1965 by Davies, et al. (I.NW 66) with a large Nai crystal 
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demonstrated that the branching ratios for reactions (1.1) for pions in 

bound atomic orbits of light and medium mass nuclei is 2-3%. A single 

measurement.for heavy nuclei was performed by Petrukhin and Prokoshkin 

(PP65) who used a total absorption Cerenkov counter to detect "hard" y-rays 

in coincidence with stopped pions in a target of natural lead. A branching 

ratio of 2.i±O.S% was measured. The observation of high energy photons from 

reactions (1.1) was strongly suggestive of a direct interaction of then-

with a proton in the nucleus (rather than through formation of a compound 

nuclear state), with the fundamental process being n- + p + n + y . Since 

photo production of pions on nucleons had been quite well studied, one had 

a reasonably good idea ( BSW 51) about what transition operator to use in 

calculating transition rates in nuclei. Observing that. the dominant 

term of the photo production operator near threshold, A(~•£)1+ , contains 

the nucleon spin, several authors (DE66, AE66, Mur+67) using the impulse 

approximation predicted strong and selective excitation of the spin-isospin 

components of the giant dipole resonance (GDR). For T =0 targets, such z 
. . n - - -

excitations are characterized by 1=1, S=1, J =0 , 1 , 2 , T=1 and Tz=0,±1 

in the SU(4) classification of giant resonances (Wal 66). This prediction 

followed closely upon an early study of ~-capture by Foldy and Walecka (FW 

64) who suggested that the excitation of spin-isospin states via the axial 

vector operator was necessary to account for total ~-capture rates. Partic-

1 1 · · f b 1 · 12c d 16o · 1 t u ar y prom1s1ng targets or ot 1 react1ons were an . , s1nce e ec ron 

scattering data and photo nuclear reaction studies indicated the presence 

of collective 1 and 2 states which could be interpreted as members of the 

SU(4) multiplet. Motivated by these predictions the group at Berkeley set 

up a high-resolution electron-positron pair spectrometer at the 184" cyclo

tron of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and were able to observe (Bis + 70b) 

the predicted sharp lines in the 12C(n- ,y) 12B reaction (Fig. 1). 

• 
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In the six years following, the field progressed considerably. Exper

imentally, high resolution photon spectra have been measured for nuclei 

ranging over the entire periodic table. These have revealed that there is 

selectivity to a second type of collective nuclear excitation-the giant 

magnetic dipole (Ml) states which :how have been clearly identified (Bae + 

1975) with sharp lines in the (n-,y) photon spectrum of four lp shell nuclei. 

The pionic x-ray data which play a crucial role in the comparison of thea-

retical transition rates to measured branching ratios have improved, 

especially for· the test case of 6Li. Theoretically, the importance of in-

eluding momentum dependent terms in the effective interactions for p-state 

capture has been clarified. More realistic shell model wave functions are 

now being used. Also the validity of the impulse approximation and possible 

renormalizations of the eleme~tary n-p .~ ny amplitude have been studied 

(DEF 75). These efforts, as will be seen, have shown radiative TI- capture 

to be a quantitative probe of nuclear structure. 

In addition to nuclear structure investigationS, the experimental TI 

capture matrix elements are of interest in evaluating the theory which 

treats nuclei as elementary particlesand low-energy pion reactions in the 

soft-pion limit (mTI ~ 0). In this approach the impulse approximation is 

not made. Instead, one expresses various semi-leptonic and electromagnetic 

processes such as )..1-capture, B-decay, electron and neutrino scattering, and 

radiative and charge-exchange n-capture in terms of invariant form factors 

of the vector and axial-vector _weak hadronic currents of the nucleus taken as 

a single entity. By making use of the conserved vector current (CVC) and 

partially conserved axial vector current (PCAC) hypothesis, together with 

the soft pion limit, one can derive relationShips (Sec. 4.3) between the 

rates for the various processes. For example, it is proved that radiative 
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n-capture from the ls orbital is governed by the axial-vector fonn factor, 

also appearing in IJ-Capture and·in allowed Ganla.V-Teller t3-decay at lower 

momentum transfers. This type of study was initiated by Kim and Pri100koff 

(KP 65} and has been advocated recently by numerous authors (a review is 

given by (ER 72)). At present only three transitions ~e -+ ~' 6Li -+ 
6He, 

and 14N -+ 
14c have been studied in this manner and these will be discussed 

(Sees. 4, 6). Two facts have limited greater application of this approach 

to n-capture. In the interesting lp shell nuclei, it appears that ~ SO% 

(A=S) to ~ 90% (A=16) of the captures occur from atomic p states. For these 

orbits the soft pion results do not obtain. Thus measured branching ratios 

cannot be compared directly to the theoretical ls rates. Also, to predict 

accurate ls rates, one needs good data on the other reactions involving 

the same states (or analogs) at similar momentum transfers (~ 130 MeV/c). 

Only in a few cases have these been adequat~. 

Within the very recent past, both e.xperimental (Deu + 74) and theore.., 

tical (e.g., KD 73, RE 73, SDU 74, Can+ 74) studies of the inverse process

photo production of pions on nuclei with isolation of individual nuclear 

states-were initiated. The first e.xperimental results were cross sections 

for the 6Li(y,n+) 6He(g.s.) reaction at 0.3 to 2 MeV above threshold. From 

these data and the lively theoretical interests (e.g., CLW 74, MPU 75), one 

can already appreciate the value of having data on the .inverse reaction. 

Since radiative capture is from bound n- atomic orbits and photoproduction 

results in an unbound n, an improved treatment of the strong interaction 

distortion of the pion wave function may result. Also, for the (y,n) cross 

sections just above threshold the soft-pion results may apply directly. 

Although the data are still sparse, from the initial results of 6Li, discussed . 

in Sec. 6.3, it seems clear that in the futurephotoproduction will play an 
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important complementary role to radiative pion capture. One hopes that 

the two reactions taken together will provide an unU::>ually precise evalua-

tion of the theory on both points of nuclear structure and on the elementary

particle-soft-pion-treatment of low-energy n-nucleus interactions. 

The organization of this article is as follows. In Sec. 2 we discuss 

the experimental methods for measuring the photon spectra, primarily with 

pair spectrometers, and the detennination of the radiative branching ratio. 

The relationship between the measured branching ratios and theoretical 

absorption rates and the role of the pionic x-ray data is discussed in 

Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we review the theory of the probe. Since calculations 

of transitions rates in complex nuclei are generally based on the nucleonic 

process nN t yN, the detennination of the amplitudes of the latter from the 

data is discussed, and a numeri~al evaluation of the photoproduction multi-

poles near threshold is given. Such a discussion does not exist in the lit-

erature, and, in our view, is relevant to future, quantitative nuclear struc-

ture studies. In Sec. 5 the experimental results and interpretations for 

the hydrogen and helium isotopes are given. The nuclear structure aspects 

of this reaction are most clearly seen in the results on lp shell nuclei 

which are reviewed in Sec. 6. In Sec. 7 we state the few results available 

on heavy nuclei and discuss the evidence for an interesting new collective 
, . . . 209B. exc1tat10n 1n 1. We conclude in Sec. 8 with a look towards new and ex-

citing possibilities for the (n- ,y) reaction at the,meson physics facilities 

just coming into operation. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METI-IOlli 

TI1e most direct investigation of radiative pion capture reactions is 

through detection of the primary photons~ Transitions induced by pions.at 

rest and producing two-body final states of a y-ray and recoil nucleus give 

a sharp line in the y-spectrum with an energy (Ey) uniquely related to the 

excitation energy (Ex) of the recoil nucleus, 

E = Q (1 - .Q_ ) y 2M (2.1) 

where Q = M- (Mf +Ex), Mf is the grollll.d state mass of the final state 

nucleus, and M = Mi + mTT - BTT is the initial state mass consisting of the 

target nucleus mass. (Mi) and the pion mass (mTT), less the pion atomic bind

ing energy (BTT). Thus a precise measurement of they-ray energy identifies 

the final state of the recoil nucleus through its excitation energy. The 

spectroscopy of the outgoing photon has indeed been the most successful 

and informative experimental approach to date, although it is not easy to 

overcome the conflicting demands of high resolution and large acceptance 

required of the photon detector. 

Other methods make use of nuclear transitions following TT-capture: 

S- and y-decay and neutron emission. In one case, 3He (T(, y) ~,d,n, recoil 

nucleus spectroscopy was employed (Zai + 65). These methods have been 

reviewed previously (Tru 71). Since the quantitative information coming 

from such experiments which bears directly on radiative TT-capture transition 

has been quite limited, they will not be discussed here. We mention only. 

that there exists a large discrepancy in the radiative branching ratio for 

6Li and 12c grolllld state transitions. Measurements of the induced (3-activity 

differ by factors of 3.3 (Deu + 68) and 6.3 (Hil + 70), respectively, from 
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those. done with a.pair spectrometer (Sec. 6). Although this discrepancy 

has not been fully explained (see, e.g.; discussion by Deutsch in (BC 73)), 

it is known that n-induced activation measurements are plagued by neutrons 

produced in the target or in the material used to degrade the incoming pion 

beam which can produce large backgrounds of the same activity via (n,p) 

reactions. 

The detection of the high energy.photon has been accomplished with 
v 

Nal crystals, lead-glass Cerenkov counters, and electron-positron pair spec-

trometers. Since the energy resolution of total absorption 'Cerenkov counters 

is typically 35% (~ at 130 MeV, they are not suitable for detailed 

y-spectnnn studies, but because of the large acceptance have been used in 

y-n coincidence studies (Lam+ 74) .. Nal crystals were used in measurements 

of the total radiative branching ratios by Davies et al. (IMW 66) and more 

recently by Bayer et al. (Bay + 75) in pion charge exchange experiments on 

the proton. F.ig. 2b shows the photon spectn.un for the 129.4 MeV line of 

the n-p ~ ny reaction as measured (Bay+ 75) with a 27 ern diameter x 33 em 

deep Nal crystal. The resolution is 6. 3 MeV (FWHM) and its efficiency is 

100%. TI1is resolution is not adequate to resolve nuclear states in general, 

but quite satisfactory for study of the elementary interactions n-p ~non, yn 

for pions at rest or in flight. Other possible applications of Nai detectors 

include measurement of the very weak 14N(n- ,y) 14C(g.s.) transition (Bae + 75) 

which is separated by 6 MeV from the nearest line, and in coincidence rn~asure

mcnts in which the Is-capture contribution is separated from the total cap-

ture rate by requiring a coincidence with the 2p ~ ls picnic x-ray, 

Pair-spectrometers have been employed in radiative capture work since the 

first observation of photons from the n-p ~ ny reaction by Panofsky et al. 

(PAH 51). Fig. Za displays the resolution of this first spectrometer and· 
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that of the :lmproved v-::rsion of Phillips and Crowe (PC 54). The latter was 

used to determine the pion mass and had a resolution of 2.3 MeV (FWHM). 

This is nearly the same as the 2.MeV of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

(LBL) instrument (Bis + 72, Bae + 73) used in the last six years for nuclear 

structure studies. The reason for this is not that 2 MeV represents an 

inherent lower limit on the resolution, but is in general a consequence of 

a compromise between improving resolution and reducli1g the already small 

acceptance. In fact, the spectrometer of Nicholson et al. (Nic+ 68) reached 

0.6 MeV (R~) at 129.4 MeV (Fig. lc) but with an acceptance an order of 

magnitude lower than the LBL spectrometer. 

Pair Spectrometers. ~1ost of the pair spectrometers employed in nuclear 

physics studies use a sufficiently high magnetic field (B) to bend the 
+ - . 0 

e -e pair through 180 . For a homogeneous field the separation distance 

+ (d) between the e -e trajectory is directly proportional to the photon energy 

(2. 2) 

where e and ~ are the horizontal and vertical entrance angles with respect 

to the normal to the converter plane. .Thus the 180° spectrometer is self-

focusing in first order. The energy resolution depends on the spatial reso-

+ iution of the e -e detection and on the ability to measure the entrance 

angles. The first requirement is easily met, e.g., B ~ 8 kG, d = 108 em 

(EY = 130 MeV), and 6d = 1 em gives 6E/Ey = 1%-. TI1e second requirement 

has in the past been met by limiting the entrance angles and thus .greatly 

sacrificing solid angle. In this mode, the uncerta i t1tics on the angle deteimin-

ation arc due to the multiple scattering in the converter foil. If the magnetic 
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field is non-Wlifonn, the dependence on the entrance angles is much more 

critical. Energy loss due to ionization and radiation in the converter is 

the other large contribution to the resolution. It increases, of course, 

with increasing converter thickness as does multiple scattering. One is 

limited to converter foils of about 1-3% radiation lengths if a resolution 

1-·2 MeV is desired. This limits the conversion probability to 0. 7-2.3%. 

The properties of the LBL spectrometer and the SIN spectrometer pres

ently under construction (Tru + 71) are summarized in Table I. The LBL 

spectrometer and set-up at the 184" cyclotron are shown in Fig. 3. The 

spectrometer magnet consists of two 46 x 91 cm2 C-magnets combined with 

a common pole tip to give an analyzing volume of 218 em in length, 60 em 

wide, with a 33 em gap. The nominal field was 8 kG measured to an accuracy 

of± . 2%. The y-rays were converted in a 3% radiation length fold foil 

(.010 em) mounted_on a styrofoam backing. The conversion probability is 
+ - 0 2.3% and e /e momenta up to 110 MeV/c are bent through 180. The field 

was chosen to yield maximum efficiency at E = 120 MeV. The directions of 
\ 

electron-positron pairs at entry and exit of the spectrometer were measured 

with two sets of detectors. In the first series of experiments, six arrays 

of four gap optical spark chambers were used. For the second series, three 

magnetostrictive readout wire spark chambers with four planes each were 

used. The wire spacing was 0.1 em, and the wire angles relative to the hor

izontal midplane of the magnet were +12, -12, -12 and 0°. The 12° stereo 

view was employed to keep the magnetostrictive readout wires out of the 

high field region. This decreased the spatial resolution in the critical 

horizontal coordinate to ± 0. 3 em. A signal from two nonadjacent pairs of 

scinti11ati.on counters in coincidence with a stopped pion constituted the 

trigger. A typical percentage of good, analyzable pairs per trigger was 10-20%. 
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The majority of bad triggers were due to photon conversion in the lead wall 

with only one high-energy electron or positron track visible in the chamber 

(Bis + 72). 

The acceptance and resolution of the spectrometer were calculated with 

a Monte Carlo code whid1 incorporates the geometry of the spectrometer in

cluding tl1e measured field map, calculates the pair-production cross-section, 

multiple scattering and energy loss in the converter and the wire chambers, 

and finally generates spark chamber wire addresses. The latter are processed 

through the same analysis codes as the real events, first through a pattern 

recognition program, then through the momentum determination routine based 

on a least-square interactive tracking method. The spectrometer acceptance 

(N ) as a function of photon energy and a hydrogen spectrum are showri in 
y 

Fig. 4. For all of the LBL d~ta ~' a liquid hydrogen target mounted on 

rails was used for checking the performance of the spectrometer. The 

n-p-+ ny line gives the resolution function employed in all the folding 

integrals for comparison of theory with experiment. The charge exchange 

reaction n-p-+ TI
0 n; TI

0 -+ Zy provides a check on the acceptance between 55 

and 83 via the Panofsky ratio. 

Radiative Branching Ratio. 1his quantity represents the absolute normal

ization ina radiative capture experiment with stopped pions and requires 

a determination of the m.unber of high energy photons produced per pion 

absorbed into the nucleus. The latter is equivalent to the munber of pions 

coming to rest in the target, since in general nuclear absorption lifetimes 

-12 -8 (""=' 10 sec) are much shorter than the free pion mean lifetime (2.8x10 sec). 

The branching ratio can be defined for a single peak or the entire spectrum 

(total radiative branching ratio), and is related to the measured quantities 

.r 
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• t • ellX 
(2. 3) 

(1 - o) • n(130) 

NY is the number of counts in the spectnnn originating from captures in 

the targeL (In measurements with the LBL spectrometer, the photon 

direction was reconstructed from the e+-e- trajectories, thereby permitting 

a cut of events originating outside the target.); Q represents the small 

fraction of counts resulting from radiative in-flight transitions; tis 

the unfolding factor which multiplies N (1 - Q) to give the m.unber of 
y . 

photons expected with a uniform spectrometer acceptance at the value 

n(EY = 130 MeV). For a singl~ pea~, t = n(l30)/n(EY). ForRY (total) it 

is determined by folding the pole-model distribution function (Sec. 6. 2) 

with the spectrometer acceptance and line shape (Fig. 4) and comparing the 

result with the spectrum. The fraction of the photons with energies below 

50 MeV, and thus not observed in the pair spectrometer, is 3-5% as given 

by the pole model; ellx corrects for the attenuation of photons 

1n the t~rget, scintillation counter, and spark chamber between the conver-

ter foil and origin. n. • £: • (1 - o) is the number of picnic atoms ln 

formed as determined from the telescope (nin), the ·1r- stopping fraction E, 

and the small correction o for nonradiative in-flight interactions in the 

target (estimated- 1%). The fraction E of incident n's stopping in the 

target is determined from target in/out measurements. In this way n's 

stopping in the target walls as well as geometric and electronic ineffi-

ciencies are taken into account. As a check, E can be calculated from the 

equivalent rn2 stopping power of the targets and measured rn2 range curves; 
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agreement to ± 10% with the in/out determination of e: was generally achieved. 

Counting Rates. Typical counting rates for the LBL spectrometer 

and' rr- channel were: N = (N /sec) x (n ) x (R ) = (105) (2x10-S) (2x10- 2) y TT y y 

= 144 events/hr. Targets of 2-5 g/cm2 were used to achieve a rr-stopping 

rates ofl05/sec. Total branching ratios are typically 2% (Chap. 3). 

Significant increases in the singles counting rates and coincidence detec,.. 

tion of x~rays and neutrons are expected in the near future at the meson 

factories. Some typical rates are given in Table II. From these one sees 

that some interesting coincidence experiments will be possible, e.g., the 

separation of the ls and ~p state capture contributions in 6Li. Also 

feasible will be the measurement of high resolution singles photon spectra 

with 105-106 events, compared to the typical 5x103 events of the Berkeley 

measurements. 

·...e..· 
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3. 11-lli RADIATIVE BRANGUNG RATIO AND RElATED PIONIC A'IDM PHYSICS 

The total radiativ~ branching ratios for the currently measured nuclei 

are listed in Table III. One sees that for A > 3, they are quite independent 

of nuclear mass and charge, varying from 1% (209Bi) to 3.4% (6Li). Charge 

exchange with stopped pions has been observed only in 1H and 3He, the only 

stable nuclei with T < 0 and thus the only possibilities for observing . z 

pure isospin flip in the (n-, TI
0

) reaction. In heavier nuclei 

(A > 27), the charge exchange reaction i's generally Q-value allowed 

(I Q I < 4. 6 MeV), but is greatly suppressed (Table II I). The dominant capture 

orbitals are also given in the Table, and from these one can see that the 

average distance between the pion and proton when the interaction occurs does 

not vary greatly through the periodic table. For example, the Bohr radii 

(rB = 200 n2/Z F) and nuclear Tadii- (rN = 1.3 A1/ 3 F) are, respectively: 

for 3He(ls), 100 and 2 F; for 40ca(3d), 90 and 4 F; for 209Bi(4f), 60 and 8 F. 

To relate the experimental branching ratios to theoretical radiative 

transition rates requires detailed knowledge of the pionic atom physics as 

deduced from the x-ray data. We discuss here only those aspects necessary 

· to the quantitative comparison of measured branching ratios with theoretical 

(n- ,y) transition rates. A comprehensive review of the field of pionic atom 

physics was given by Batkenstoss (Bac 70) in which most of the currently 

existing data is tabulated and results of an optical model analysis of 

level widths and shifts are given. Discussions of the general features of 

pionic and muonic atoms may also be found in Refs. (Kim 71, AJ 74, DD 69). 

I5escriptions of the initial formation and cascade are given by Leon and Seki 

(LS 74, LS 75). Molecular structure effects in the capture of pions in chemi-
' 

cal compow1ds are reviewed byGershtein and Ponomarev (GP 75). These effects will 

be important in future n-capture studies with enriched isotopes where the 
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usc of chemical compot.mds is required; work discussed here was performed with 

targets of a single element. 

The measured radiative branching ratio arises from a sum on the partial 

branching ratios over the active capture orbitals, 

(3.1) 

The quantities .AY(nQ) [.Aa{n£)]. are the radiative [total] absorption tran- · 

sition rates for capture from atomic orbitals nQ. 'The w(nQ) are the prob

ability per rr-atom formed for absorption from orbitals nQ. In general they 

are restricted by the condition I w(nQ) = 1 which expresses the fact . 
nQ . 

that nuclear absorption lifetimes are much shorter than the free pion lifetime.+ 

111e dorr1inant cap~ure probability can be deduced directly from the systefilatics 

(Bac 70) of picnic x-ray yields and widths; however, detailed cascade calcula-

tions (e.g., EK 61, LS 72) are required to get the complete w(nQ) distribu

tions. In such calculations the populations P(nR) for levels nQ (per rr-atom 

formed) are obtained, and these are related to the capture probabilities by 

w(n£) 

A (nQ) a 
= P(n£) ----------'-

. .Aa (nQ) + .Aem(nQ) + .AA (nQ) 
(3. 2) 

· em where .A (nQ) [ .AA(nQ)] are the x-ray [Auger)" transition rates for depopulating 

level nQ. A complete specification of w(nQ) constitutes a capture schedule. 

Capture schedules are not yet available for filany nuclei; however, from 

those of 6Li and 12c (Table IV) the general trends for the light nuclei up 

to A - 20 can be seen. For these only s- and p- orbits contribute signifi-

cantly, with ls and Zp dominating. For heavier nuclei, it seems reasonable 

to expect a similar capture pattern of two Q -values, each with several n. 

The hydrogen isotopes (Table IV) are unique in rr- capturestudies (LB 62). 

+Decay of the rr during the cascade in liquid 4He has been observed (1.21± 
0.8%, (BJ<S 65)) and is taken into account in the cascade calculations of (Bac + 74). 
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The n-H atom is ~eutral and so can pass freely through neighboring atoms 

where it experiences the strong electric field of protons. These perturb 

the pion cascade through Stark transitions among the n2 states of a givenn, 

forcing the n . into s orbits with high n, from which capture then takes 

place. The specific capture schedule depends on the density of the target, 

which determines the average time between collisions. In Table IV, the 

capture schedules for a liquid hydrogen target are given. Similar capture 

schedules are expected (Le·o 75) for liquid deuterium and tritium targets 

although the specific values of w{ns) will differ somewhat due to the effect 

that different strong absorption rates >.a(ns) have on the branches in the 

cascade. 

In addition to the w(nQ), the total absorption widths >.a(nQ) must be ex

tracted from the x-ray data to use Eq. (3.1) to test theoretical radiative 

rates. With present measurement techniques, at most two >. (n.Q) can be ob
a 

tained on any nucleus. One width can be measured directly with Ge and Si 

detectors from the broadening of the x-ray lines which terminate the cascade. 

The broadening of the Zp + ls line (K ) is due entirely to the ls strong a 

absorption width 

f(Zp + ls) = h>.a(ls) = 6.58xlo- 16>.a(ls) -1 (eV, sec ) (3. 3) 

For increasing z, the K series yield decreases, becoming undetectable at 

Z - 11. The L series (nd + Zp) then terminates the cascade, and the directly 

measured (12 ~ Z ~ 30) broadening gives A (Zp). The electromagnetic contria 

bution h). em(Zp + ls) to the width of L series lines (0 .1-10 eV) is 

negligibly small compared to the cupture width (0. 2-20 keV). Direct level 
-

width measurements have been made on Ma lines (4f + 3d) for nuclei with 

39 ..:;;; Z ..:;;; 59, and on Na lines (Sg + 4f) for nuclei with 73 ..:;;; Z ~ 94 (Bac 70). 

The second capture width that can be obtained is that of the initial 
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level in the cascade-tenninating-K ,L ... , transition. • These are comparo. 0. 

able to the electromagnetic widths and therefore are too small to be meas-

ured directly.. They can be detennined by an indirect method (Bac 70) which 

relies on a cascade calculation for the initial level population and on one 

measured x-ray yield. For example, in a light nucleus these are related by 

Y(2p - ls) = P(2p) --'-----------~ 
Aa ( 2p) + A em ( 2p -? 1s) + A A ( 2p) 

(3.4) 

Since electromagnetic rates can be calculated quite accurately, Eq. (3.4) 

can be used to obtain :Aa(2p) 

P(Zp) - Y(2p -? ls) 
= A em(Zp -? 1s )"'-· ------

Y(2p -? 1s) 
(3.5) 

(The Auger rate AA is much smaller than Aem for the active capture orbitals 

and therefore has been dropped in Eq. (3.5).) The calculated P(n~) can be 

checked in a few cases with direct measurements of yields for all x-rays 

feeding level n~. In general, however, a cascade calculation is required 

together with the measured Y(Zp.-+ ls). At present, the latter are still 

quite uncertain, with some large discrepancies between the various groups 

(see, e.g., Sap+ 72). Thus :Aa(Zp), as well as the :Aa(3d), Aa(4f), and Aa(Sg), 

when they are deduced from intensity measurements, generally are not precisely 

known. In many cases, optical potential values (e.g., KE 69, Bac 70, Sap 72), 

where the potential parameters have been detennined by fits ·to large data 

sets of directly measured level widths, would appear to give more reliable 

. values for use in Eq. (3 .11). 

Assuming that for a typical nucleus nearly all captures occur from 

·orbits of two ~~values, Eq. (3.1) re~uces .to 
>.. (n!2) A (n,Q +1) 

~ = L >..Y(n~) w(n!2) + L Xy(n ~+1 ) w(n,f2+1) 
n a n o. ' 

(3.6) 
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Since at most two A (nQ) can be measured, and several w(nQ} for each .Q are . ·. a 

significantly greater than zero (Table IV), Eq. (3.6) can still not be used 

in a direc~ comparison \\fith experiment. The crucial assumption made at this 

point is that A (nQ) /Aa (nQ) is independent of n for fixed Q • Most . y 

authors employ this approximation although little .published work exists to 

demonstrate its validity, and some authors (RW 71) have questioned it for 

p-orbits. Its validity requires that the variations in shape inside the 

nucleus of the strongly distorted pion wave functions <PriQ for the different 

n involved in the captures are negligibly small. It would appear (Leo 7 5) 

that this approximation is quite good, since the variations in pion binding 

energy with n(lO' s of keY) are small compared to the real well depth of the 

pion potential (10's of MeV (KE 69)). The magnitudes of <PnQ through the 

nuclear volume do vary* with n, of course, but this scale factor drops out 

in the ratio. Thus each of the sums in Eq. ( 3. 6) reduces to one term. For 

:ligl}t nuclei, the quantity to be compared with experiment is 

A (ls) A (Zp) 
R - y + y w 
y - WST ws Ay(Zp) p 

.Y 
(3. 7) 

where ws = r (ns) and w = r (np) = 1 - w . Having made these necessary and 
n P n s 

perhaps reasonably well justified approximations, interest focuses on the 

ratio 

r = = (3.8) 

*If the variations-of <PnQ with. n follow hydrogenic wave functions, one has 

(LB 62) for s-orbits I<P (O)j 2 = I<P 1 (0) l2 /n3
, giving A (ns) =A. (ls)/n3 

, . ns s a a 

and for p-orbits l~<t>np(O)i 2 = !1~; 1 I~<Pzp(O) 1
2

, giving A.a(np) n~; 1 Aa(2p). 

The Aa here can be any partial capture rate, or the tota~ absorption rate. 
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to represent the capture schedule for any nucleus. Accurate detenninations of 

r as a function of (Z,_A) are important to all n-capture experi-

ments where quantitative comparisons between experiment and theory are sought. 

(Equation (3.7) applies to any capture channel simply by replacing the 

AY(nQ) with the corresponding partial capture rates). From Table IV, one 
I 

gets for the p/s ratio r( 1H) = 0, r( 4He) = 0.19, r( 6 Li) = 1.5±0.4, and r( 12C) = 

11.5 ± 4.5. The pionic x-ray data for light nuclei 4 ~A ~16 needed for 

use of Eq. (3.7) are given in Table V. 

Also given in Table V are values for the distortion factors C and C . s . p 

which relate >\(ls) and AY(2p) calculated with hydrogenic wave functions to 

those calculated with strong interaction distortions included. · Studies with 

optical potentials (e.g. KE 69) show that ¢1s and ¢2p deviate considerably 

from hydrogenic wave functions. Fo~ example (KE 69), in 160, l¢1s(O) 1
2 

is reduced to 0.3 of the hydrogenic value (due to the dominance of the repul-

sive nN s-wave interaction ins atomic orbits); for 40Ca, l¢2 1
2 

p develops a 

small ripple at -4 F, and its magnitude is larger than the hydrogenic wave 

function throughout the nucleus (due to the dominance of the attractive TTN p-wave in

teraction in p atomic orbits). Although in principle the distorted wave finctions cal) 

be used directly in the radial integrals of \• the more frequently employed 

procedure is to take distortions into account ·by simple multiplicative factors 

defined relative to hydrogenic wave functions. Noting that for the latter 

lr-Q¢n2 1
2 is slowly varying through the nuclear volume, and that in some 

cases the same is true of the distorted wave functions, the multiplicative 

factor 
I<N 1 L' I -Q 

r ¢112 (optical pot.) I NL> 1
2 

C(n~ = ------~_2~--~-------------
1 <N 1 L 1 

I r ¢nQ (hydrogenic) I NL> 1
2 

(3.9) 

is calculated (e.g., Del 70, SW 74) and used to scale the transition rates,· 
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Viz., A.Y (optical pot.)= C(nQ)A.Y (hydrogenic)~ In general, C(nQ) depend not 

only on the pion orbit ID!, but on the initial (NL) and final (N'L') nucleon 

states. The approx~tions leading. to ~q. (~.9) are be.st met when NL = N'L', 

and doubtful when broad regions of nuclear excitations (e.g., giant dipole res

onance) are involved (Ver 75). For a limited range of excitation energy, and 

when N'L' = NL, the use of a single value of C(ls) and C(Zp) for all transi

tions may be justified (SW 74, Ver 75). The values of Table V are for lp 

shell nucleons in harmonic oscillator orbits and with ¢nQ calculated with 

optical potentials similar to those of Krell and Ericson (KE 69). Values 

of C(5g) and C(4f) needed for 209Bi may be fotmd in Ref~ (Bae+ 74). 
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4. 'fiiEORY OF PHOTOPRODUCTION OF PIONS NEAR 1HR.ESHOLD 
AND CALCULATION OF (n- ,y) TRANSITION RATES 

Two methods have been used in the theoretical treatment of nuclear 

radiative pion capture and its inverse, nuclear photoproduction of pions 

(4 .1) 

The first method applies the impulse approximation (IA), using an effective 

Hamiltonian constructed from the on-shell. nucleonic amplitude. The nuclear 

matrix elements for·this Hamiltonian are obtained by a stmnnation over all 

nucleons in the nucleus with a pion wave function distorted by the strong 

interaction. The second method, referred to in the literature as the ele-

mentary particle (EP) treatment, applies current algebra techniques to relate 

the nuclear matrix elements to the matrix elements of the nuclear weak axial 

current, appearing in processes like·l.l-capture and S.,.decay. For pion four-

momenta equal to zero (soft pion limit) and with the hypothesis of partially 

conserved axial-vector current (PCAC), the radiative capture matrix elements 

are seen to be proportional to the weak interaction axial vector form factor. 

In the use of the (n- ,y) reaction as a general tool for nuclear struc

ture studies, the IA must be employed to obtain a complete analysis of the 

experimental branching ratio. First, this is true since captures occur from 

p,d,f, ... orbits for nuclei from 3He to 
209

Bi, the only pure s-state capture 

nuclei being the hydrogen isotopes. For orbits with Q > 0, the soft pion 

results do not apply. Second, the initial and final nuclear state wave 

functions are most generally expressed in a shell model basis. The use of 

these together with the IA in calculations of the n-capture matrix elements 

ties this new process to the many other reactions, and the internal excitation 

spectrum of the nucleus, for which the shell model has provided the basic 

framework for analyses. In the EP treatment, the invariant form factors contain 
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both the nuclear sttuci:ure and transition operator. Nlllllerical values of the 

form factors can be obtained only if the necessary data on other reactions 

is available, and ·to date there· are only a few cases where these are adequate. 

4.1 IMPULSE APPROXIMATION HAMILTONIAN. 

The radiative capture rate for transitions from pionic orbits with 

quaritlllll nlllllbers n,Q and initial (final) nuclear states of angular momenta 

JiMi (J:f'1f) may be written (e.g., MW 73) as 

1\ (nQ · i+f) y ' ' 
k 1 

= m;· ~ + ~A)"(2Ji 

k is the momentum of. the emitted photon, mn the pion mass, and MAthe 

target nucleus mass. The effective. IA Hamiltonian is given by 

(

. m)A .-++ . n. • -1k•r. , m -+ + 
H ff = 1 l'+- L L e JF.A <PnR (r.) -r. 

e mn j=l J.=±l J J J 
(4.3) 

(4. 2) 

;h~::. ~ ~: • is Th:e f::::r Wr +f:~r::e= mn T+iS i~:h:U:::::i::~d::S:::a::~ 
the transformation of the pion-nucleon to the pion-nucleus center-of-mass 

system (c.n1.). The elementary amplitude FjA for the nucleonic process n-p+ny 

(Sec. 4.2) is 

-+ 
where q 

operator 

-+ A -+ A -+:r -)- ,r A-+ 
FjA = A(Oj•EA) + B(Oj"EA)(q•k) + C(oj·k)(EA•q) 

- iD~A • (qXk) + E(oj"q)(q· ~A) 

1s the pion momentum in the np c.m. system, 

for the jth nucleon, and i\ = - 1
- (-J.,-i,O) 

12 

(4.4) 

-+ • 
a. the Paull spin 

J 
the photon helicity. 

In writing Heff as in Eq. (4.3) it has been a.ssllllled that, (1) the kinematical 

complications due to the differences between nuclear and nucleon c.m. systems 
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can be neglected, (2) the modification of the nucleonic amplitude due to 

the presence of the other nucleon,can be neglected, (3) the nucleonic am

plitude FjA contains only s- and p-wave terms (higher Q -waves contribute 

additional terms to Eq. (4.4)). Included iri (1) is the neglect of Fermi 

motion nf nucleons and the use of the operator -i~ cpnQ for qcj>nQ (MW 73). 

Delorme et al. (DFK 75) have included terms in FjA up to d-waves and contri

butions (DEF 75) from incoherent scatterings of the pions before the absorp-

tion, as well as meson exchange between neighboring nucleons. Both effects 

produce a renormalization of the nucleonic amplitude, which, however, is 

estimated to be negligibly small for light nuclei. 

4.2 RADIATIVE CAPTURE ON PROTONS 

4. 2.1 GENERAL SCATTERING, AMPL:{TIJDE 

The process n-p+ny is the inverse of the photoproduction of pions, 

yn-+'TT-p, for which a well established theory exists; Using the notation of 

Pilkulm (Pil 67), the most general Lorentz-invariant matrix element for. 

photoproduction may be written.in the c.m. system in the form 

(4.5a} 

+ ~ . ~ + 
Here q = (w,q), k = (k,k), P1 = (E1, -k), and p2 = (E2, -q) denote the pion-; 

photon-' neutron-' and proton-four-momenta; rs is the total energy in the 

c.m. systems, £the polarization vector for a photon of helicity AY(±l), 

and 
+ . 
a the nucleon spin matrices; are the initial and final 

nucleon helicities; xp and xn are the two component Pau1i-:-spinors, cos e = 
(q.k) is the c.m. scattering angle (t1=c=l). The decomposition of the 
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amplitudes Fi into multipole amplitudes may be found in the pioneering work 

of Chew, Goldberger, Low, and Narnbu (Che+ 57). ·Keeping only s-and p-wave 

terms, one finds 

Fl = Eo+ + Ez- + 3(M1+ + El+) cos e ,, 

F2 = 2M
1
+ + M1_ 

F3 = 3(E1+ - M ) . 1+ 

,F4 = -3E
2

_ (4. 6) 

where E~± (~\±) stands for the electric (magnetic) ITR.lltipole amplitude of 

multipole order l±1 (Z~) leading to a final state with j = Q±~ and parity 
~ ~ 

(-1) [ -(-1) l. Since the electromagnetic current has an isoscalar and iso-

vector component, the multipole an~litudes are further characterized in iso-

spin according to transitions !2 + ~ for the isoscalar amplitude, and ~ + ~' 

!2 +·~for the isovector amplitudes. ·The particular isospin combination for 

n- production is 

where Mj = E~± or ~±, and the indices (a) = (0), (1), (3) label amplitudes 

leading to states with total isospin ~' ~' and 4, respectively. In the treat-

ment of nuclear radiative n-capture it has become conventional (DE 66) to 

reorder the pion photoproduction matrix elements into a form similar to 

Eq. (4.4); 

' + + A + ~) (+ ~ (A + + ~ (+ +) + ~ F = A(o·~) + B(o•E)(q•k + C o•k) E•q) + iD(q•kx~) + E cr•q (q•E) 

with 

A = E
0

+ + E2_ 

-1 
B = (M1+ - M1_ + 3E1:...) (qk) 

C = (-M1+ + M1_ + 3E1+)(qk)-l 

( -1 D = - 2M1+ + M1_) ( q k) 

. -2 E = -3E2_(q) 

(4.7) 

. ( 4. 8) 
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Knowledge of the coefficients A through E is, of course, essential for the 

application of the results for the capture on nucleons to the nuclear case. 

4.2.2 BORN APPROXIMATION FOR ~ruLTIPOLES AT THRESHOLD 

Near threshold the main contribution to the multipole amplitudes· stems 

from the three gauge-invariant first order Born-diagrams (Fig. 5), the one-pion 

. exchange in the t-channel, and the nucleon poles in the direct and the crossed 

channel. In general Watson's theorem (Wat 54) assures that as long as the 

inelasticity of the pion-nucleon system is small, the phases-of the multi-

pole amplitudes are identical to the pion-nucleon phase-shifts for channels 

with equal spin and isospin. Thus, near threshold where TIN phase shifts 

approach zero, the yN multipoles become essentially real. The explicit form

ulae for E~ORN (M~ORN) can be found f e·. g. , in the paper by Donnachie and 

Shaw (DS 66). The leading terms near threshold (q/mn~o) are of order q2
, 

so that the amplitudes A-E approach in this limit a constant value. In 

particular one finds for the Born approximation at q=O 

(4.9). 

2 -1 . 3 1 ~2(11~' + 1)} -2 -3 -3 
(q ) E2_ = -t{·- + 2(1 + a) m = -9.3 x 10 mn 

5 1 + ~ 10 p n 
2 

12 ef 1 rn ez 1 with n e . 081 y = a -- 47T = m = !.: ' rn ' 14-iT (1 +a)2 n 

~' = 2.79 and~' = -1.91. p n 
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Using the results of Eq. (4.9) we can form the appropriate linear combina-

tions for the momentum dependent tenns and obtain 

A= -32.1 x l0- 3m-l 
'IT 

B = 2.6 x 10-3m- 3 
'IT 

C -- -33. 8 X 10-3m- 3 (B . t. ) n om approx1ma 10n 

D =· -12.1 x 10- 2m- 3 
'IT 

' . -3 -3 
E = 28.0 x 10 mrr 

( 4 .10) 

While. the C,E, and D tenns are of order A/m2 and A/3m2
, the Born result rr Tr 

for the B-term is of the order m/mn times smaller. Since the Born contri

butions dominate near threshold, we expect relatively large corrections only 

for the B-term when other contributions are considered, as discussed below . 
. mn .~1< 

Except for the factor (1 + m) 2 the leading electric dipole amplitude 
n 

A = E0+ in the Born-approximation is equal to the Kroll-Rudermann (KR 54) 

threshold value and agrees very well with experimental findings (Sec. 4.2.4). 

The soft-pion-PCAC value for A (Sec. 4.3), expressed in terms of the pion 

decay constant frr = .932 mrr and·the ratio of the a.Xial-vector to vector weak 

coupling constant gA/gv = 1.24 is 

e gA 1 · -3 -1 
A =4n gV t; = -31.3_ X 10 m'IT ( 4 .11) 

4.2.3 INFLUENCE OF THEP33-RESONANCE AND DISPERSION RELATION CALCULATIONS 

For increasing values of q/m the P33-resonance (E = 1232 MeV, 
n ern 

q/rn = 1. 65, r = 110 MeV), which dominates the magnetic dipole M1Ci) and 'IT . 

electric quadrupole Eli) amplitudes, influences the coefficients B, C, and D. 

TI1e impact of this resonance and higher rrN resonances is generally taken into 

account in the theoretical description of photoproduction by writing a dispersion 

relation of the form 
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00 ImM~a) (w') 
ReM~a)(w) = M~ORN(a)(w) + l p J J dw' J J lT w w' - w 

0 
00 

+ L I K~~· S) (w' ,w) ImM~S) dw' 
S,k w J J 

0 

( 4 .12) 

(aS) 
The kernels Kjk . are known non-singular functions which couple a given 

multipole with all tl1e others. The solution of this system of coupled in

tegral equations can be traced from the original work of Chew, Goldberger, 

Low and Nambu (Ghe+ 57) and a series of subsequent papers (Jur 72) with increas-

ing sophistication, to the most recent work of Berends, Donnachie and Weaver 

(BDW 67). We give their results for the coe.ifiLients A - D as a function of 

q together with the Born results in Fig. 6. As can be seen, significant 

deviations from the Born approximation appear as expected at q = 0 in the 

B-term, and with increasing q for all momentum dependent terms. The deviations 

reflect the influence of the P33-resonance. 

4.2.4 Nllf\lERICAL EVALUATIONS OF 1HE A;B,C,D, AND E COEFFICIENTS 

Almost all previous calculations for nuclear radiative pion capture 

use the BDW multipole tables as a starting point to determine the coefficients, 

however, with sometimes different results (KOS 68, MV 7 3, Table VI) . To ex-

amine this procedure, and to determine a set of recommended values for these 

coefficients, we ·compare the BDW results with "model-independent" multi-

pole analyses and with the experimental results. 

Near threshold the yn-+'TT-p data are usually obtained from the relative 

TI+ and TI- yields from a deuteritml target irradiated with a photon beam, viz, 

( 4 .13) 

·~· 
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where a(yp -+ n+n) is independently detennined with a proton target. The 

strong final state interactions are presumed to cancel in the ratio, whereas 

Coulomb-corrections and other, smaller deuterium corrections are taken into 

account with theoretical estimates. The only other source of data is the 

Panofsky ratio for pions at rest, 

P - a(n-p -+ non) 1 533 021 
1 - a(n-p -+ yn) = • ± 0· (4.14) 

(Coc+61). Since the pions are captured from an s-state, we may relate P
1 

to 

the s-wave singlet and triplet pion-nucleon scattering lengths, as detennined 

in charge-exchange experiments (BCC 73) at somewhat higher energies, 

1 · lr-
Using a1 - a3 = (.262 ± .004)- (BCC 73) we find IE0 + I 

m1r 

which is close to the Born value (RW 75). 

( 4 .15) 

= (32.9 ±0.6)*1o-3! , . . mn 

·Using their own n-p -+ ny data (Ada+68) and various combined data for 

the n- jn+-ratio (Ada+66, Ben+ So, San+54), Adarnovich et al. (Ada+69) deduce 

threshold values for EC:-)- given in Fig. 6 and Table VI. Through a fit of 
0 

the n-;n+-ratio-data with a power-series in cos e, angular distributions 

(Ada+69) as well as total cross-sections (Ada+69) for yn -+ n+p are calculated 

(q/m < .8). Since the ratio of forward to backward cross-sections is given by n.- . 

da (Oo) 

cin = A + -B{q~i_ 
do (l80o) A - B(qk) 2 , 
dn 

the energy-dependence of A and B near threshold '~as also obtained. 

(4.16) 

The results 

are shown in Fig. 6. The accuracy of the data Joesn't allow extraction of the 
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C,D, and E coefficients. 

Pfeil and Schwela (PS 73) have perfonned a multipole analysis for 

higher energies (q/mn>.58) in which the real parts of E
0
+, E1+, M1+, and 

M1 _ were taken as free parameters. The imaginary parts were obtained by 

use of Watson's theorem and experimental pion-nucleon phase shifts (AL 72) • Born 

approximation values were usedfor all multipoles with R->2. At the lowest 

energies (q/mn = .59,.82) the M1_ multipole is further restricted to its 

Born value. Their results are shown in Fig. 6. 

We have determined threshold values for the coefficients B, C and D by 

fitting a curve of the form (a + bqk) to the five values with q < 1.19 m . 
1T 

For the B-term a similar fit was made to :the Adamovich data. The results 

are sl.lliii1larised in Table VI ai1d the curves given in Fig. 6. The two analyses· 

can only be compared at one energy· (q/m = .59), where a 10% descrepancy 
1T 

appears for the E
0

+ -value. The statistical errors are given as about 1%. 

Since the BDW-calculation as well as the pure Born-result agree with the 

Pfeil + Schwela result at this energy and reproduce the Adamovich-values 

at threshold, we disregarded this discrepancy in the evaluation of the errors 

given for our "recommended" values in Table VI. We can also fit a smooth 
2 -4 4 -8 curve given by E

0
+ = a + b (q k) mn + c (q k) mn through the threshold 

and the Pfeil and Schwela values. For the B-tenn the Adamovich et al. and 

Pfeil and Schwela result overlap at q = .59 mn, but the threshold extrapola

tion yields different values outside their respective error bars. We feel 

that the Pfeil and Schwela result, which relies more heavily on the higher 

accuracy Bonn n- /n+- ratio measurements (Hol + 72) for q > 1. 06 mn' should be 

preferred but the error bars should be increased to encompass the Adamovich 

result. In light of the preceding discussion it is clear that new data on 

n-p -+ ny at low energies are in urgent demand. 
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The radiative pion-capture llamiltonian, Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), is ob

tained by time-reversal of the pion photoproduction matrix elements. Maguire. 

and Werntz have shown that this is the Hennitian conjugate of Eq. (4.7), 

apart from a sign change of the non-spin flip D-term. This sign change was 

overlooked in earlier work (DE66, RP73, KOS 68). The elementary cross sections, 

of course, contain no interference terms between D and the others, and remain 

unchanged. 

4. 3 CALCULATION OF ls-RADIATIVE PION CAPTURE IN THE "ELEMENfARY PARTICLE 
SOFT- PION" ANSATZ 

In the elementary particle treatment (KP 65) of nuclei one attempts to 

establish relations between weak and electromagnetic reactions involving the 

same nuclear states. The nucleQ.r matrix elements are replaced by a set of . . 

nuclear model independent fo1~ factors analogous to the·nucleon case. The 

link between radiative pion capture from a ls-state and weak processes, such 

as lJ-Capture and 6-decay, is based on the hypothesis of partial conservation 

of axial vector current (PCAC). It states that the divergence of the axial 

current (a ) is equal to the pion field C<Pn) u 

( 4 .17) 

where fn is the pion decay constant (fTI = . 932 Ill.rr). Several theoretical 

articles (PFE 67, Ef 67) are concerned with its application to radiative pion 

capture and the subject has been recently reviewed by Ericson and Rho 

(ER 72). W~ give here only tl1e general idea, omitting all the details of 

the derivation. 

For the nucleon case, n-p -~ ny, the transition amplitude is written, 

apart from normalization factors, as 
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(4.18) 

where j = (o + m 2
) ~ · describes the pion source .. The PCAC hYPothesis lT .lT lT 

(Eq. (4.17)) has to be modified for the presence of the electromagnetic 

field (A~) to read 

(4.19) 

Inserted into the amplitude (Eq. (4.18)), this leads to 

= iq~ < nyla
11

1P > - ie < nyiA~a IP > · 
... ~ ( 4~ 20) 

Since we deal with pion capture at rest (q=O), the soft pion limit (q-+0) is 

obtained by setting mlT -+ 0. In this limit (the exact prescription is given 

1n (ER 72)), the amplitude reduces to 

q -+ 0 < nyU IP > lT 

( 4. 21) 

where E~ is the photon polarization 4-vector. The connection to ~"'capture 

is obvious now, recalling that the axial vector part of the ~-p-+n~~ matrix 

element is obtained by replacing r E~ by the leptonic Current .§__ (uVy~(l+ys)U~). 
lT n 

Replacing the spinors up and un (Eq.(4.21)) by two-component Pauli-spinors, 

the non-relativistic limit of the amplitude is obtained 

(4.22) 

'This is completely equivalent to the dominant tenn in the impulse approxima-

tion Hamiltonian. 

The nuclear TI-capture case is obtained by replacing the lp> and In> 

by nuclear states. The physical amplitude differs slightly for nuclear 
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transitions from the soft-pion amplitude. It includes corrections due to 

nuclear intermediate states, incoherent rescattering (i.e., the pions re-

scatter before absorption, exciting the nucleus in the intermediate state) 

and vector meson intermediate states. The modified amplitude is (ER 72) 

iegA 
M = -}e <flt:~a li> - .22 "":t"Q- <fl I oJ.•E t\S(rJ.) li> 

. TI ~ TigV j 
( 4. 23) 

If _exchange effects are neglected in the axial current matrix element, the 

above two terms may be combined. Introducing the axial vector form factor 

2 FA(q) for the nuc.lear transition li>-+ If>, Eq. (4.23) becomes 

ie . ( 2) M = ~.- 1. 2 2 FA q 
fn 

(4.24) 

Collecting all the normalization factors above, the Is-radiative n-capture 

transition rate is given (Del70) by 

fl.y (ls) 

.Here Cs is the distortion factor of the pionic wave-flmction (Sec. 3) and 

S(Ji,Jf) is a spin dependent factor. 

Numerical examples for the evaluation of A.y(ls) can be found for 

3He(GK 68, FE, PF 70), 6Li(GK, FE, Del70), and 14N (Bae+75). These were· all 

obtained using 8-dccay to determine FA (q2= 0) and then extrapolating to the 

relevant q2 by use of 

FJvl(q2) 
= -----

( 4. 26) 

FM(O) 

. 2 
where FM(q ) is the electromagnetic form factor of the Ml transition 
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connecting the target nucleus ground state with the excited state analog of 

the (n-,y) final state. Taking the 6Li(l+,T=0)- 6He(o+,T=l,g.s.) transition 

as an example, FA(q2) is determined as follows (Del70) :. 

(i) B-decay ft-value: 

* (ii) int:::lastic electron scattering: 6 Li(e, e') 6 Li(O+, T=l;Ex=3.56 MeV), beam 
energyEe 

d ·· 2 (. 2E a a - e . 2 

d.Q = 12E2 1 + ~· Sln 

. e 

( 4. 28) . 

(iii) y-decay lifetime: 

r r (' 1t + Li + r) = 2a m, ( ~} F~ ( o J (4.29) 

Reactions (i) to (iii) may then be used in Eq. (4.26) to determine FA(q 2
). 

TI1e use of Eq. (4.24) is generally justified by the good agreement of 

the calculated ~-capture rate with experiment, where FA(q 2
) is detenmined in a 

similar way and the vector form-factors are obtained directly from the electro-

magnetic ones via eve. 

Table VII lists the results for 3He, 6 Li and 14N, which are compared 

to the impulse approximation results and the experiments in Sees. 4 and 5. 
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5. RESULTS ON LIQ-IT NUCLEI, ISOTOPES OF HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 

Radiative capture on these nuclei has played an .important role in 

the study of threshold Tr-N, y-N, and Tr-N-N interactions, the search for 

resonances in the A = 3 and A = 4 nucleon systems, and the study of 

Tr-absorption mechanisms in nuclei. A synopsis is given in Table VIII. 

5.1' HYDROGEN 

Study of radiative capture on protons is a necessary prerogative both 

from the experimental and theoretic~! point of view for the application of 

the (Tr-,y) reaction to nuclear structure physics. It provides a con

venierrt calibration of the detectors (Sec. 2) and the basis for the the

oretical analysis (Sec. 4). H~stori~ally it was one of the prime reactions 

in determining properties of pions; e.g., one of the most accurate early 

mass determ~nations consisted of measuring the absolute energy of the 

Tr-P + ny photon (CP 54). The Panofsky ratio links s-wave Tr-nucleon scat

tering to pion photo-production at threshold. As such, :i.t is an important 

experimental quantity in the chain of low-energy pion reactions used to 

test the symmetries of charge independence and time reversal invariance. 

Starting with Tr-N elastic and charge exchange scattering, the hypothesis 

of charge independence, together with extrapolation to zero energy, yield 

values of the isospin singlet (a1) and triplet (a3) scattering lengths which 

appear in the Panofsky ratio (Eq. 4 .15) . Using the Panofsky ratio for hydrogen and 

the impulse approximation (IA) for the radiative capture rate for deuterium 

A (Trd + nny), one obtains a direction relation between the measured deuterium 
y 

branching ratio A. (Tr -d-~ nn)/A. (n-+ nny) and the cross section o(Tr-d + nn). The . n y 

latter is related by charge symmetry to o(Tr+ d+ pp) which is measured directly, 
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. . . + 
or by the time reversed reaction cr(pp+ dn ). This consistency test is dis-

cussed invarious text books (KUl 64, CT 74) and articles (Rya 63, Rog 67, 

SM 76) and will not be treated here. The experimental results for hydrogen 

and some keys to their interpretation are given in Table VIII. The spectrum 

is shoMl in Fig. 7a. 

5 • 2 DEliTERIUM 

As early as 1951 it was suggested (WS 51) that ann, the singlet neu

tron-neutron scattering length, could be determined from the final state 

interaction of the two neutrons in the radiative absorption in pionic, 

deuterium. With the exception of the ~-capture process in deuterium, 

which is quite difficult to measure, radiative pion capture provides the 

only reaction where the two neutrons are not accompanied by another strongly 

interacting particle. Furthennore, the photon spectnnn (Fig. 7b) peaks 

sharply.towards higher energies, or low relative momenta for the neutrons, 

which is a favorable situation for studying n-n interactions. Theoretical 

treatments (Ban 64, MeV 61, GGS 7 Sa) are generally in the framework of the 

IA, which leads to transition amplitudes proportional to 

M - j d3r ~~(r) $d(2r) ei<i·T~~ (p,Zr) (5.1) 

where ¢s is the singlet final state of two neutrons with relative momentum . nn 

p andseparation 2r, ¢d(2r) is the initial deuteron state and ¢ is 
TI. 

the initial pion wave function. In the simplest ansatz, only the 1s
0 

neutron-neutron scattering state is retained, with 

¢ ~ cos o j (pr) + sin o n (prJ nn · o o o o (5.2) 
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where j
0

· and n0 are spherical Bessel- and NeumaJUl;.. functions, respectively. 

The scattering length enters via 

1 1 2 p cot o (p) = - - + - r p . o a 2JU1 JUl 
(5 .3) 

where ~JUl is the effective range (aJUl = 16.4 F, rJUl = 2.6 F, e.g. (Sal+ 72)). 

The. transition matrix element for small p then reduces to approximately the 

form 

2 sin o
0

(p) 
M- 1---. p 

2 

' . 

- 1 
2 . 

p aJUl + 1 
(5.4) 

The kinematic relation between photon energy k and relative neutron momen-

turn for small values of p (p = p1 - p2) is 

2 
k=a _:2_ 

max m (5. 5) 

C<lruax = 131.5MeV/c), indicating that only in the last 0.5 to 1 MeV is there 

a ·strong dependence of the spectrum shape on a . The early determinations JUl . 

of ann from the measurement of the y-spectnun (PC 54, Rya 63, Nic+ 68) 

consequently yield large errors. A more precise determination of ann can 

be obtained in a kinematically complete experiment where both the neutrons 

and the photon are detected and n-n(e) and n-y(e) angular- and energy - cor

relations are measured. Such an experiment (Had+ 65, Sal+ 72) yielded 

a · = 16.4 ± 1. 6 F. The error contain$ an uncertain tv of ± 1 F from the . JUl ' . 

theoretical imalysis (Ban 64). The sign is given by the photon spectrum. 

A more recent theoretical analysis (GGS75a) shows that this contribution can 

be reduced considerably, so that in a: new experiment of·similar type an 

accuracy of 0.~ F could be achieved. 

The absolute rate for radiative capture is only weakly model dependent 

and can be calculated to an accuracy of ± 10% with the IA. Using the 
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theoretical value cited in (Bis+ 76) and the experimental branching ratio, a 

total width for the pionic ls level of 1.02 ± 0.11 eV is calculated 

(Table IX). Such a small width cannot be measured directly. Its indirect 

tennination through radiative pion capture is quite useful, since this 

ntunber serves as a test for pion two-nucleon absorption models used in 

calculations for heavier nuclei (KR 66, PR 73). 

5.3 TRITIUM 

Study of radiative capture in trititun, 7T t -+ nnny, affords an 

attractive possibility for study of the 3-neutron excitation spectnun -

with the hope of revealing evidence for T = 3/2 resonances or even a 

bound 3n system should these exist. The latter would give an unambiguous 

signature, producing a sharp line (E > 127 :f\-teV) separated 
y 

in energy from the breakup continutun. The available data on the existence 

ofT= 3/2 resonances and a possible 3n state are scarce, inconclusive, 

and sometimes conflicting, and these have promoted equally conflicting 

theoretical interpretations (e.g., (Pai 72), (FH 75)). All reactions 

studied, except that of radiative pion capture, are plagued by the fact 

that although a (3p) or (3n) system is produced, there is at least one 

additional strongly interacting particle in the final state. The 7T cap

ture reaction has only an extra photon in. the final state. Furthermore, 
- -3 . from study of the 7T d -+ nny and 7T He -+ dny and pnny reactions it is 

known that radiative capture of stopped pions produces final states in which 

nucleons are preferentially found with low relative momenta, a favorable 

situation for the. search of resonant states. 
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The photon spectrUm was recently measured (Bis+ 76) using a 23 cm3 

liquid;tritium target and the Berkeley pair spectrometer in the extended 

low-energy pion channel (LEP) at Los Alamos (LAMPF) . The small target size 

and the short beam time limited the total number of tritium events to· 

about ·1000 ·(Fig. 7c). An additional1000 events appeared in the raw 

spectrum (Bis+ 76) originating from the 1% 1H and 2.8% 2H contamination in 

the target, the stainless steel target cell and vacuun jacket, and the 

beam defining counter in front of the target. The shape of each of these 

components was quite well determined either by direct measurement in the 

experiillent or from previous work. The absolute normalization was based on 

hydrogen runs which were interspersed with the tritium.runs. 

The measured branching ratio of 4.5 ± 0.8% is considerably less than 

for hydrogen a.r:td deuterium, and nearly the same as that for the .radiative 

breakup of 3He (Table IX). Examination of the spectrum (Fig. 7c) shows 

that there·is no evidence for a bound,3n state and an upper limit of 0.3% 

is measured for the branching r~tio. Also, there is no evidence for a 

relatively narrow T = 3/2 resonance in the (3n) excitation spectrum. Thus 

the suggestion of such a state by Sperinde et al. (Spe+ 70) ort the basis 
. . ·. . 3 - + 

of the double-charge exchange reaction He(n ,'If )3n is not supported by 

the radiative 'U'- capture results. The calculation of Phillips and Roig 

(PR 75), which.puts in no resonances, describes the data rather well 

(Fig. 7c). These authors treat the interaction <?f the outgoing neutrons 

in the Amado model (Arna 63) and calculate the transition rate with the IA. 

The calculated radiative r~te is A (n-t ~ nnny) = 7xlo13 sec-l and the 
y . ' 

non-radiative tate, calculated with a pair-absorption model (PR 73), is 

A (n-t ~ nnn) = (1.0 ± 0.3)1015 sec-1 . These give a branching ratio of n . . 
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6.5 ± 2.0% which is in reasonable agreement with the data. By using the 

experimental branching ratio and the theoretical A.Y a total width of 

1.02 ± 0.18 eV is obtained for the tritium ls pionic level width. This 

is approximately equal to that of-hydrogen and deuterium (Table IX), 

but much less than the 3.67 eV given by the phenomenological extrapolation 

(CE 74) of data on heavier nuclei. 

5.4 HELIUM-3 

A straightforward impulse approximation calculation allows one to relate 

the Panofsky ratio irt 3He to the equivalent quantity in hydrogen (Tru+ 74) 

m3+mn-w03 mn+mn-kl 

m3+mn-k3 mn+m -wOl 
(5.6) 

. 3 . 1 -+ 
where m3 = mass of He; mn = mass of H;, (w

0
,q) = n

0 
four momentum; and k 

is the photon momentum. The matrix element for radiative capture 1-MI 2 is 

. d h . - (3 ~ C+)-+ I 31) relate tote Gamow-TellermatrlX element MGT- H lj .. l Tj aj re 

and the axial form factors of the mass-3 system and the nucleon by (e.g. 

Tru+ 74) 

(
FA(qz)) 2(fA(O) )2- (FM(q2})2 
F (0) 2 - 2 F (0) X 0.95 

, A fA (q ) . M 
(5. 7) 

where the dependence on q2 of the axial-form factor is-assumed (Sec. 4.3) to 

follow the measured behavior of the electromagnetic form factor, The charge

exchange matrix element jM
0

j 2 is related to the vector-form factors and Fermi 

matrix element by 

2 . IFvCq2)\ 2 (fvCo) ')· z-
IMol =IMpl~ F cor) 2 - lx 0.97. 

. · \ v fvCq ) 
(5 .8) 

Inserting into Eq. (5.6) the values FM(q2)/FM(O) = 0.776 ± 0.016 as deter

mined by use of 3He and 3H ~lectron scattering data (McC 70), and the 
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experimental value·P1 = 1.533 ± 0.021 (Coc+ 61), one obtains 

P3 ( = P1 x 2. 73 IMI2 /IMI 2) = 2.49·, in satisfactory agreement with the. 

experimental value 2.68 ± 0.13. The radiative transit1on rate calculated 

- 3 '3 ' -15 -1 by use of Eq. (5.7) is '\(rr He+ Hy) = 3.6><10 sec . Since P1 appears 

1n the deteimination of the experimental value of P3 (Tiu+ 74) as well 

as in the theoretical expression, the comparison is independent of the 

particular value of P1 chosen and can therefore be considered a direct 

test-of 'the IA 1n s-wave pion.:.nucleus interactions. 

The agreement between the experimental P3 and recent theoretical 

values obtained by the current-algebra methods (Sec. 4) is not quite as 

satisfactory. Ericson and Figurea · (EF 67, EF 69) obtain values between 1. 9 and 

2.1, .depending on whether the charge-exchange cross section is.talculated 

in the' IA on the soft-pion technique. In calculating the radiative trans

ition rate the inclusi.ori of correctionS for p-meson exchange, incoherent 
' 

rescattering, and nuclear intermediate states has the effect of in

creasing the. radiative rates (4.43x1o15 sec-1 (EF 69), 4.1xlo15 sec-1 

(EF 72), 3.86x1o15 sec-1 '(sec .. 4.3)) and thereby reducing P3. ~t would 

appear therefore that some of the corrections are smaller than have been 

estimated.· 

Phillips and Roig (PR 74) calculated P3 with the IA using more 

sophisticated three nucleon bound state wave functions, which are 

identical in form to ones obtai ned solving the Fadecv equation with 

separable N-N potentials. Wave< functions with varying percentages of 

S' and D state contributions are tried. Best agreement with experiment is 

obtained with P(S') = 1.6% and P(D) = 5% which give :X = 3.33 1015 sec-1 
- y . 

and P 3 = 2. 79. The small difference with the experimental value is of 

. the same magnitude and direction as is expected from the meson exchange 
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corrections to the IA calculation of the tritium B-decay. 

The experimental spectrum (Fig. Sa) contains in.addition to the ty 

final state (135.8 MeV) and the trr0 final state (53.1 - 85.7 MeV), the 

two radiative breakup channels dny (129.8 MeV endpoint) and pnny (127.7 

MeV endpoint) • In Fig. 9 this part of the spectrum is shown enlarged 

and with the ty line subtracted out, and is compared to the calculations 

of Phillips and Roig (PR 74). The total calculated rate for ls capture 

into these two channels is 3.06xlo15 sec-1 , of which 74.8% goes into the 

dny ·state and 25.2% into the pnny state. The iilteraction among the final 

state nucleons is. calculated in the Amado model (Ama 63). If it is neg-

lected, the total rate increases by a factor of 1.6. This calculation re-· 

quires no resonances in the A = 3 ~ystem, and as is apparent from Fig. 9 

and Table X, it fits the data rather nicely in shape as well as in mag-

nitude. 

~-le is the only nucleus where all pionic absorption channels are 

measured and a calculation exists for each of them. We compare the results 

in Table X. If the theoretical radiative rates for Is-capture are scaled 

by the experiffie:ntal branching ratios, a total width ra (1s) = 37 eV is 

obtained. This is in good agreement with the 36 eV (CE 74) obtaineQ..by 

extrapolation from heavier nuclei, and not too far from the measured 45 eV 

for 4He (Bac+ 74). The individual non-radiative channels are not discussed 

here, but again, they provide a crucial test case for the two-nucleon 

absorption model and same calculations are referred to in the Table. 
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5. 5 HELIUM-4 

The 4He spectrum (Fig. 8b) appears structureless. However, its shape 

is more sharply peaked than what is given by the pole-model for quasifree 

capture with a 3H + n + y final.state (Bis+ 70a). One·also observes a 

sharp drop in the radiative capture rate from .:.15% for ~e to 1.5% for 

4He. The shape and magnitude of th~ spectrum could be well described by · 

an R-matrix calculation assuming the excitation of three broad T = -1 . z 

resonances in 4H: J;r = 2-at 3.4 MeV above the 3H + n threshold; 1- at 

5.1 MeV; and l- at 7.4 MeV (Bis+ 70a). The 1ocationof.these resonances 

was known from.4-nucleon phase-shift analyses. The curve shown in Fig. 8b 

is based· on the simple co:itfigurations: J2 ~ > = I 3P 2 > ; 

I - 11 . 3. 1 ,·a>=- 0.782 P1> + 0.6251 Pi> 11-,B> = - 0.625! 1Pi> ·~ 0.782! 3P1~ 
The mixing between.the two 1- states is not uniquely determined by the 

spectrum analyses. Whereas ~rig:inally ~n'ly Is-capture was considered, a 

later calculation:· (RW 71) included 2p.,-capture, giving 

A (ls) = 1.3xlo15 sec-land A (Zp) = 1.8xlo10 sec-l Using the latest 
y . y 

.·. x-ray data on 4He (Table V) one gets a branching ratio of 1. 85±0 .16% 

of which 86% is from the s-state. An interesting further result of this 

work was to demonstrate that the ri-y(8) correlation depends strongly on 

the angular momentum of the absorbed pion, whlch may prove useful in future 

work for separating contributions from different atomic orbits. 
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6. RESULTS ON lp-SHELL NUCLEI 

6 .1 OVERVIEW OF GENERAL FEKI1JRES 

The sensitivity of the (rr-,y) transitions to the structure .of in

dividual nuclear states is most clearly seen in the photon spectra of lp· 

shell nuclei (Fig. 10). Examination of these spectra reveals three.general 

features. 

Continuum. The largest fraction (70-90%) of the photons form a con

tinm.un spectrum with a maximtml energy between 110 and 120 MeV, falling off 

sharply at the high-energy end, near 125 MeV, and extending down below SO 

MeV. This continuum is associated with the 3-body final state of quasi

free (QF) capture on a proton in the nuclet1s i.e. , rr- + A + (A -1) + n + y. 

The spectrum is much more sharply peaked than 3-body phase space (Fig. lOa) 

but broader than some Fermi-gas model calculations (~M 65, Bis+ 70c). 

It is well fitted in most cases by the pole~model discussed below. 

GDR excitations. Superimposed on the QF continuum one sees the suggestion 

of resonance-like enhancements. Peaks stand out clearly in the 12c and 14N 

data. From the precisely measured energies in these two cases, one can 

associate the peaks with transitions to analogs of known states in the 

GDR region of the target nuclei. In 12c these are 1- and 2- components, in 

14N they appear to be 2- and 3- components. The observation of these peaks 

was a primary motivation for the first high-resolution experiments and their 

presence in the 12c.data (Bis+ 70b) gave nice confirmation to theoretical ex

pectations (DE 66, AE 66, Mur+ 67). Unfortunately the excitation energies of the 

GDR (- 20 MeV in the target nucleus) is such that the peaks occur near the maximum of 
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the QF con~,inuum, making ambiguous the extraction of absolute branching ratios. 

As a practical procedure, the pole model pl~s one or more l3riet:~igner (BW) forms 

w.ere f i ~- to .the data and the area w1der the BW ha~, been ass6cia ted with reson~nce capture. 

BoW1d states. At, tl\~ hig~- em~rgy end of the spectrum, corresponding to 

transitions to particle-stable and lO\'J'-COntinuum states, one sees for each 
' ! .. J • • .1 l : • ~ . '" ' 

nucleus one strong dominating transition. The experimental ~ranching ratios 

for these peaks· a.re n~arly free from uncertainties in background subtraction. 

In 6Li, 10B, 1 ~c, and ~4N the ~trong transitions can be' ass~cia~~d with the 

Tz = + 1 analogs of giant M1 states built on the ground state of the 

target nucleus. The corresponding states. in the target (T z = 0, T ~ 1) , all 
'··,'. 

of which 11,ave.been identified in_l80° electron scattering, have the largest 

Ml matr~ elements with :the ground· s~ate (Fag 75). Mor~ detailed analyses 

show that there.is.some fragmentatioJ1 of the Ml strength in 10B and 14N 

(Sec .. -6..4). Since .16o is doubly magic, it has no giant Ml states. Nevertheless,' 

there is a sharp peak in t~e spectnun (Fig. lOe). which spans the region 

of the four lowest energy states in 16N. The 2- ground state is a known 

collective M2 state of 160 ·which do~inates (DW 72) electron scattering at 

momentum transfers q - 150 MeV/c and has the largest transition rate in 
- . 

J.l -capture (CDK). In - n capture; ~ 85% of the observed strength has been 

attributed (SW 74) to the 2 state. Thus there appears to be a sensitivity 

in n capture to coliective 1\12 states, so far observed only in 16o. 

rri addition to the above' stroi1g transitions, the spectra show weaker 

population of states in the 0-10 MeV region of excitation of the final state 

nucleus. W1th pres~nt data, the specific nuclear states cannot be identified; 

however, since the transition strength is appreciable, it is clear that a 
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a whole spectroscopy of nuclear levels excited by c~-,y) transitions is 

there for future high-resolution, better statistics studies • 

. Table XI gives the currently measured radiative branching ratios for 

the lp shell nuclei which can be associated with excitation of specific 

states. For states in the GDR region, the branching ratios are subject 

to the uncertainties of subtracting the QF continuum. The values given 

are obtained from the pole model + BW fits discussed in the original 

papers. To indicate the magnitude of the uncertainties, values are given 

for 12c and 16o which ass'ume zero background under the peaks. 

6. 2 POl.E M)DEL FOR QUASI -FREE CAPTIJRE 

A reasonably good description of the photon continuum fornuclei 

ranging from \Ie to. 209Bi is given .by the pole-model of Dakhno and 

Prokoshkin (DP 68). This model. and higher order rescattering diagrams 

are discussed by Shapiro (Sha 63) in the context of dispersion theory for 

direct nuclear interactions. TI1e 1natrix element corresponding to the one-

pole graph (Fig. 11) is 

A(t) 

where m is the proton mass, . t = 

= Gg 
t-m2 

{p + p 
. Y n 

(6.1) 

- p ) 2 is the 4-mamentum trans-
~ . 

fer squared, and p , p , and p are the four momenta of the photon, 
Y n . ~ 

neutron, and ~-, respectively; the nucleonic amplitude g, and G the am-

plitude for the virtual proton decay of the target, are taken as con-. 

stants. The Q-value at the nucleon vertex is treated as a free parameter 

since the excitation energy of the recoil nucleus is not known. This parameter is 

* 6. = MA-l + mn + EA-l - MA where MA and MA-l are the initial and final 

* state nuclear masses, EA_1 is the average excitation energy of the recoil 
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nucleus, arid m' is the neutron mass~ ·The photon energy spectrum is given n 

by 

+1 

Jl d(cose) 2 p. (MA+m :E )+pEE case n ft n y n y .. n 

where En and EA~l are the total energies of the neutron and recoil nu-

.. cleu~, respectively> The curves shown :With the· data (Fig.: 10) were com

puted with Eq. (6:2). Since the normalization and excitation energy 

E:_1 ar~ not specified by the model; best values were determined by fits 
. . ... . . * . . . 

to the data. For nuclei with 6 ~A~ 40, EA-l ranges between 0 and'S MeV; 

for 209B:l, E;_1 ' = 11 MeV gives a reasonable fit: '(Nix+ 72). In each case 

the pole model curve was fit to a portion of the y-spectrum thought to 

be free of resonance excitations; viz.·, corresponding to ·'nuclear ·exci ta-

· tidn energies weiJ.. above the GDR'region. Neutron energy spectra and neu

tron-y(8) 'correlati'ons calculated (DP 68) with this model show the neu-

·. tron· and y~·ray to be emitted preferentially at 180° and the neutron 

spectrum to peak at a kinetic energy near 10· MeV: . TI1ese general trends 

have be~n verified by Lam et al. (Lam+ 74) ·in studies of 12c, 16o, and 

(6. 2) 

40ca in which the r1-y . ·correlation was measured· for neutron energies between 

1 and 28 Mev.· 

The·pole model is· clearly a· first approximation.· It ignores the 

motion of the proton in the. nucleus and the final state interaction between 

tlw outgoing neutron and recoil nueleus which are known to modify con

siderably the photon specf.ra of 2H and 4He. ·Nevertheless, one obtains 

a remarkably good description of the y-spectn.nn in nearly all other cases 

. studied. 
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Effect of final state interactions in the 14N(rr- ,yn) 13c reaction 

were investigated with neutron optical potentials (LV 74). The strong 

distortion of the neutron wave causes considerable reduction in the total 

· capture rates and pushes the spectrum shape towards the high energy 

end. This peaking is more pronounced for d-wave than p-wave neutrons 

(the dominant two R.-values) which could lead to structure in the con-

tinuum. In general, however, one expects a distribution of states with 

different Q-values to contribute, which would smooth out such structure. 

Both the pole-model and the above study do not clearly distinguish 

QF and resonance capture. Ultimately, one hopes for a unified theoretical 

treatment which treats explicitly the coupling of these channels. 

6. 3 rr- + 6Li -+- ~1e (g . s) +. y . AS TEsT CASE OF THE 1HEORY 

The data on this multiplet of states (Fig. 12) is unusually complete: 
+ 

B~decay, ~-capture, rr-capture, and (y,n) cross sections are measured 

for the 6ti :t 6He (g.s.} transitions; the magnetic dipole moment and 

electric quadrupole moment of· 6ti(g.s.), and the 6Li (3. 56 MeV) lifetime 

are measured; inelastic electron scattering to the latter state has been 

studied by several groups, and the transition form factor is well mea

sured at 40 < q< 400 MeV/c. Theoretically, the states in question are 

expected to be well described as shell model states having two lp-shell 

valence nucleons outside an inert a-particle-like core, since lttw - 20 

MeV for ls -+- lp and lp -+- (2sld) excitations (Ver 74). Thus core ex

citation admixture to p2 wave functions may be small. For these reasons 

the 6ti(rr- ,y)~-le(g.s.) transition is a good test case for determining 

the level of accuracy that can be achieved in the description (y,n) and 

( y ~ rr) reactions on complex nuclei. 

.• 
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The photdh spectrt..IITl for 6Li is shown in Fig. lOa. Although the g. s'. 

peak stands out clearly, the analysis (Bae+.73) on the width of this peak 

indicated that there is some population of the t ·state at LS MeV. The 

uncertainty that the presence Of the 2+ state introduc~s ih the extraction 

of the ground state peak area is smali since the instrum~ntalline shape of the 

spectrometer 'is wei! detel'inined and a·single line can be nonnalized to 

·the 6Li spectrum at the high ener~y ·s:lde .of the g.s·. peak where contri

butions 'from other channels a;e smalf. The. resulting branching ratio 

(Table XII) is RY = 0.306 ·± 0.035%: The earlier activation measurement 

(Deu+ 68) yielded R = 1. 0 ±·· 0 .1% (for a discussion of this discrepancy 
y 

·, 

see Sec. 2). 

Experiment and. theory are:. compared in Table XII ; The acctiracies with 

which the radiative. transition rates A (ls) arid A (2p) can be calculated. 
y y 

differ significantly since the contributions of the q-dependent tenns of 

the full IA Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.4), with the larger. uncertainties in the 

Band C coefficients, are much larger in A (2p) (VB 72). The D-tenn does 
y 

not contribute to a 1+ -+ 0+ transition, independent of the capture orbit. 

-+ (Since the D.,-term does not contain a, only natural parity states are 

L excited (Ver 75); e.g.; for Ji '(Jf) = 0, must have rrirrf =(-1) , where 

L = Jf(Ji) .) The E-term contribut:lon to AY(Zp) is small since q = - iV 

operating twice on ¢> 2 (r)-r results in a negligibly small nuclear p . 

matrix clement. 

f\ (ls). Variations in this quantity among authors using the elemen

tary particle approach arise from different values of the axial-vector 

fonn factor FA(q2), treatment of the ls rr-orbit distortion, and other 
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small corrections, e.g. the p-exchange contribution, The most detailed 

study is Delorme~s (Del 72) who obtained (2~3±0.5)xlo15 sec-1. This re

~ult makes use of FiCo) = 2.615 taken from . a-decay and 

IFM(q2)/FM(o)l = 0.54±0.1 taken from the F~ measurement of Hutcheon 

et al. (Hut+ 68). Delorme used the factor 1.35 for the corrections to the 

soft-pion amplitude (Eq. 4.24). Recent studies (ER 72) use 1.22, whichwould 

reducethe above value to (1.88±0.41)xlo15sec-1 (Table VIII). 

Five groups calculated A (ls) with the IA and p2 shell model wave . y . ·. 

functions. Ari important point deinonstrated by these studies is that for 

diffuse nuclei such as 6Li and 6He care must be taken in specifying the 

nuclear size parameter, appearing, e.g., in some treatments as the M1 

transition radius for the 6Li(e,e') 6Li(3.56 MeV) transition. Perhaps the 
. 

most complete study of A (ls) in this regard is that of Bergstrom y 

(Ber 75), discussed below, who obtains 1. 23xlo15 sec -1. In the same study 

the discrepancy with recently measured (Deu+ 74) photoproduction cross 

sections is nearly resolved, and all other data are satisfactorily 

described. 

;\ (2p). Variations in the calculated values ( 4.1-5 .9) x1o10 sec -l 

are due to differences in the amplitudes of the p2 nuclear wave function, 

the p-shell harmonic oscillator parameter b, values of the A,B,C, 

coefficients, and distortion factors. The results are sensitive to b 

with larger bis reducing A (Zp). 
. y 

From the entries in Table XII, one sees that the photon contributions 

Rs and Rp are nearly equal. The theoretical values most consistent with 

all the data on these states are R
5 

= 0.166±0.039% (Ber 75) and 
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Rp = 0.138±0.053% (MW 73), giving Ry = 0 .. 304±0,058%, in good agreement 

. with the measurement ·o.306±0.035% · (Bae+· 73). 

The above caleulation of A (ls} makes use 'df the unified analysis 
y 

of weak and electromagnetic processes in nuclei advocated by Walecka 

(\val75}and others (e.g., DW72, DW73), an approach that has ;been pushed 

the farthest for the 6Li- 6He·states under discussion. Central to this 

approach is to use ele.ctron scattering data to determine. the so-called 

one-body nuclear densities, including their spatial ·distribution, and 
\ 

then to evaluate the matrix elements of any one-body operator :ln tenns of 

these densities.'The one.,.body operators are constructed from the appro

priate free nucleon amplitudes. It is further assuined that the states of 

6Li can be described in terms of two p-shell valence nucleons moving 

around an· inert ~He-like core. ·wit~ these restrictions, the ·6Li (g.s.) 

configurafioil amplitudes are determined by the experimental quadrupole 

and magnetic dipole moments, and· the 6Li(3.56) amplitudes by the measured 

M1 transition form factor.' The measured momentlDll dependence in this form 

factor determines· the spatial ex1:entof the transition matrix element 

f Rf(r) Ri (r) j 2(qr) r 2dr. where Rf(r) and Ri (r) are 'the R. ·= 1 'radial 

nucleon wave functions of the excited and ground states, respectively, 

and j 2 is a spherical Bessei function. With the. wave functions thus de

tenninedfrom the electromagnetic-data, predictiDns can be made for other 

processes. The results of two such analyses are comj)ared with the data in 

Table XIII. One sees that the predictions for (3-decay and ).!-capture are 
+ . 

in good agreement with the data but that for {rr-,y) and (y,rr) reactions 

. there are some significant differences. The DW wave ftillctions give 

A (ls) = l.67xlo15 sec-1 (Ver 74) and a
1

./a = 0.12 (KD 74) 'for the ratio y 1 p 
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of 6Li to proton photoproduction cross sections, Bergstrom (Ber 75) 

obtains 1,23xlo15 sec .. 1 and 0.09, respectively, both in better agreement 
. . 

with the data. Bergstrom finds that the M1 transition form factor in the 

region 40 < q < 400 MeV/c is not described well with a harmonic oscilla

tor basis. Using a generalized model for the R. = 1 radial transition 

density, he finds an rms transition radius of 3.3 to 3.4 F which is larger 

·than the 

reducing 

3.1 Fused by DW. This 
.· + 

>. (ls) and cr(y,1r ). y 

larger spatial extent has the effect of 

The good q~antitative agreement with the large class of data given 

in Table XIII, establishes a predictive power for this phenomenological 

approach which is relatively rare in nuclear physics. It shows that the IA 

for radiative pion capture from the ls orbit, using the effective 
~ -+- . 

Hamiltonian A(~·£) T+e-ik·r4> (;;)with A determined on the free nucleon 
TI 

process and <t>1T consistent with the pionic atom data, can be relied upon 

in making a prediction of >.Y(ls) to an accuracy of 10% or better. To 

achieve this level of accuracy, the radial extent of the initial and 

. final nuclear state must be adequately determined through other reactions 

at momentum transfers spanning q = m . . . TI 

The above phenomenological approach has been criticized by Vergados 

(Ver 74) on the grounds that the structure of the nuclear states as de-

termined by the strong interactions between the six nucleons comprising 

these states is never dealt with. For example, he found that the 6Li (3.56) 

wave function as determined by use of Kuo-Lee two-body matrix elements 

differs significantly with the DW wave fWlctions in the amo\mt of the 

3 P component. This discrepancy is in large part removed by Bergstrom, 
0 

who uses the DW approach, but finds wave functions similar to those of 

Vergados. These results emphasize the importance of achieving consistency 
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not only cin the matrix elements of one·-body operators, but also on the 

strong interaction two~body operators which enter in calculations of both 

structure and the cross sections for scattering nucleon projectiles. 

6.4 ANALOGS OF GIANT Ml STATES 

In 1963 Kurath suggested that in self-conjugate light nuclei there 

exists a concentration of magnetic dipole transition strength between . 

T = 0 ground states and excited T = lstates similar to the well known 

concentration of El strength in the GDR. The most direct observation of 

such Ml'states was expected to be in 180° electron scattering since (e,e') 

cross sections at backward angles are dominated by the transverse magnetic 

transitions •. Indeed much concentration of isovector M1 strength has now 

beeri observed in light ·nuclei (Fig. 13). The tendency to concentrate. the 

transition strength reflects, of course, the basic correlations in the 

nuclear wave·functions. further study of these spin·and isospin correlations 

in the neighboring Tz 

Jl-capture reactions. 

= T (target) + 1 nuclei is afforded by n- and z 

In the limit of zero mo1n€mtrnn transfer and ls-state capture·, both 

n- and Jl·-captun~ ar_e completely governed by the Grunow-Teller (GT) operator 
-+ + , . 
OT • For q - mJ.l, Mukhopadhyay (Muk 73) has shown for Jl-capture that terms 

other than GT matrix· elements are small in the strm1g allowed transitions 
. n . 

of a (lp) shell model vector space. Specifically, the ls capture rates 

.:\(Jl- A-+AvJ.l) calculated with Cohen-Kurath (CK 65) intermediate coupling 

wave functions, show a single state dominating Jl~capture in 6Li, 10B, 
12 ,. 14· , 

C, and N. Experimental verification of these predictions is limited and 

\ 
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. must necessarily be indirect, e.g., through observation of secondary and 

tertiary S- and y-rays since the neutrino emitted in the primary inter

action cannot be detected. 

Radiative pion capture provides an excellent new probe for study of 

the analogs of M1 states since a precise measurement of the y-ray energy 

. identifies the nuclear state. One. might expect a complication in that n 's 

are captured predominantly from R. > 0 orbits. In this case q-dependent 

te!11)S make large contributions (VB 72) to the capture rate which could 

mitigate the dominance of ~ T + matrix elements. However, when the pion 
-+ .-;t momentum operator q = - 1v operates on <l>zp(r), which has a nearly linear 

dependence on r through the nucleus, the B- and C- term matrix elements are 

dominated by ~ T + much the same as the A-term (MW 72, Ver 75). The D-term 

does not contain ~' so it can excite only natural parity states. The E-

term matrix elements are negligibly small for s- and p- state capture. 

Thus in light nuclei the n- capture transition rates should reflect quite 

closely the M1 correlations of the target nucleus. 

Experimental confirmation of these expectations is given by the spectra 

of 6 Li, 10B, 12c, and 14N. The p:-shell capture probabilities range from 

_ 60% to _ 90% in these nuclei. Nonetheless, in each case the strongest transitions 

in the excitation region from the grotmd state up to the GDR are to the 

analogs of the well known Ml states: in 12c, the 1+ state at 15.1 MeV; in 

6Li the 0+ state at 3. 56 MeV; in 10B the 2+ state at 7. 48 MeV; in 14N the 

2+ states at 9.17 and 10.43 MeV. For 6Li and 12c shell model calculations 

are in excellent agreement with both the measured Ml rates and form factors 

and the (n-,y) branching ratio; good qualitative agreement is obtained on 

10B and 14N, discussed in more detail below. Comparisons are given in 
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Tabl~ XI and the systematic trends' are displayed in Fig, 13. 

Several transitionS were isolated experimentally· in the recent study 

(Bae+ 75) of 10B anCi.14N. 10B has a·3+ g.s~, therefore; is'ovector M1 trans-· 
··. ·. + .. +' . + ... · . .. 

itions connect to 2 , 3 , and 4 T = 1 states, of which there are 25 with 

p6 · 2onfigurat'ions. The .electron scattering results (Fag 75) ·shbw the Ml 

strength to be largely co'ntained in a' single state',. the 2; state at 7. 48 

MeV in 10B. The (n-,y) reaction preserves much·of this concentration of 

transition strength. (Fig. 14). Furthennore, the first tw6 excited states 

of 10:Be, at 3.4 and 6.0 MeV, can be resolved in the data, arid branching 

ratios extracted which are quite free of background subtraction uncer

taintie's. The measured values are· (2;5±0.4)10-A, (4.4±0~7)-4 , and 

(10.5:!:1.3)10-4 for the 0+, 2~~ and 2; states, respectively. Shell model 

calculations by Vergados (Bae+.75) .in a p6 vector space and using· Kuo-Lee 

2-body intetactions yield branching ratios (3.6±0.7)10-4, (8.5±1.1)10-4, 

and (16.9±2.7)10-4, respectively (the uncertaintl.es are due to the x-ray 

data)~ Thus the relative strengths are quite well accounted for, although 

the absolute values are high by- 1.7. The data show additional strength 

to higher lying states in 10Be (7-12 MeV), but because of th~ high level 

density' this carmot be associated tmiqUely with specific states. 

The M1 ~trength in 14N is concentrated (90%) nearly equally between 
+ .. + . . . 14 . - 14 . . 

two states, 21 at 9.2 MeV and 22 at 10.4 MeV. The N(n ,y) C data (Flg.14) 

show that the greatest ·strength does indeed go to the analogs of these 

states, with measured branching ratios '(7. 7±0.9)10-4 and (4.0±0.6)10-4' 

respectively. Shell model ·calculations (Bae+· 75) with p-: 2 'configurations 

give (24.3±2.7)10-4 and (1.2±0.2)10-4, respectively, in poor agreement 

with the data. This discrepancy can be explained in terms of the (sd) 2 
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admixtures o£ Lie (Lie 72) 1 whose wave ft.mctions :for 14N give a 

good description of nearly all data on states below 13 MeV, A weak-coupling 
· ~2 -4 . 2 

scheme is used involving the low-lying eigenstates of p and p (sd) 

model ~paces diagonalized separately in the SU(3) basis. Results are that 
14 ' ' 2 + + 

N (g.s.) contains only 4% (sd) , but that the 21 and 22 states contain 

49% and 56% respectively of (sd) 2• These admixtures merely cause a redis

tribution of the (1T- ,y) transition strength lying in the p- 2 part of the 

wave function (the one body operator of (1r- ,.y) transitions cannot connect 
~2 . . 2 + . the nearly pure p g.s. w1th the (sd) components of the 2 states). The 

+ -4 total strength of the 21 state, R . = 0.96 (24.3)10 is distributed mainly 
' y 

into two fragnients. Taking Lie's admixtures, this means 51% goes to the 

2~ state giving Ry = 11.9xl0-4 , and 44% goes to the 2; state giving 

R = 10.3xl0-4,much closer t~ the ~easured values. This spreading of the 
y 

M1 strength to two states is also consistent with the 14N(~-,v ) 14c re
~ 

sults as discussed by Mukhopadhyay (Muk 73). 

Additional transition strength to higher states in 14c has tentatively 

been identified with a 1 +state at 11.3 MeV (Fig. 14) which appears 

(Fag 75) to· have the largest M1 matrix element in 14c. In view of 

the relatively large measured (TI- ,y) branching ratio of (5.1±0.7)10-4 for 

this state, one might expect it to be a strong M1 state in 14N. However, 

if this state is indeed nearly pure p- 2 (Lie 72), the M1 matrix element 

to 14N(g.s.) is quite small (Bae+ 75). Also, preliminary results 

(Ens+ 75) on 14N(e,e') sho~ no concentration of M1 strength in the 

. 14 Ex= 14 MeV reg1on of· N. Clearly, higher resolution (TI-,y) data would be 

of interest. 
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I F. 14 h I . . 14N C - ) 14c c ) . n ~1g. · · one sees tat t1e trans1t10n · 1T ,Y g.s. 1s very 

weak, as was anticipated by the - 106 hindrance of the B-decay between 

the same two states and by the' small M1 transition density to the 2.313 

MeV 0+ state in 14N (Ens+ 74). Shell model calculations overestimate both 

the (1r-,y) and B-rates although sma:ll values are predicted (Bae+ 75, 

Tabie.Xi). The PCAC and soft-pion calculation. for the Is-radiative capture 

. yields the negligible small branching ratio of R = L 9xlb _g, (Table VII) . 
. ' s 

Thus the observed branching ratio of (3±2)10-5, if not equal to zero, is 

likely to be due to p-state capture. 

6.5 ANALOGS OF TI1E GIANT-DIPOLE RESONANCE 

Early interest in nuclear structure physics with the (1T- ,y) reaction 

was not with Ml state, but ce~tereCf on the exl>ected dominant role of the 

spin~'isospin (~) components of the GDR (DMW 66, DE 66, AE 66). In the 

SU(4) classification (e.g.Wal'66) these states have L = 1, S = 1, J1T = 0-, 

1-, 2-; T = 1, and Tz = 0, ± 1 relative to a J1T = 0+ target nucleus. In 

this representation the ~ modes· are distinct from the isospin t modes 

(L = 1, S = 0, T = 1) which give rise to the large El photoabsorbtion 

cross sections. Approximate Validity of SU(4) symmetry for the GDR (based 

on an assumed weak spin dependence in the residual 2-body interaction) was 

proposed by Foldy and Waleck~ (FW 64) to account for total lJ-Capture rates. 

m)ththc. S = 0 and S = 1 states are excited in ll-capture through the Fcnni 

and GT operators, respectively. In inelastic electron scattering both modes 

are. also seen and considerable e'ffort has gone into interpreting cross 

sections on lp- and sd-shell nuclei within, in this frame\vork (e.g. DW 70). 

Perhaps the clearest example of 0: modes of the GDR is 12c where the (e,e') 
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... 
data show strong excitation of 1 and 2 states at 19.1 and -23 MeV 

(Don+ 68). The 0-. component has not been found defini.te1y. The identifica

tion of the 1"' and 2~ states as §.1 vibrations, however, is not without 

ambiguity in 12c (or other nuclei) since the energies of the 1- states 

coincide closely with 1- states populated in photoexcitation. Since the 
-+ 

latter proceeds through the El operator r, it cannot induce (S = 0)-+ (S = 1) 

transitions. If the states seen in (e, e') and photoabsorption are the same, 

considerable mixing of S = 0 and S = 1 states is indicated. 

Since radiative ~-capture is dominated by the ~T+ operator, and has 

experimental advantages over ~~capture, it held promise for selectively 

investigating the analog s.i components of the GDR~ This expectation was 

supported with the first high.resol.ution (n- ,y) spectrum on 12c. The 2-

and 1- states stand out clearly (Fig. 1) above the QF continuum and are 

identified with states in 12c at 19.9 MeV and 23.7 MeV, respectively. The 

1 peak is probably a doublet, as discussed below, corresponding to the 1 

states in 12c at 22.6 and 25.4 MeV. The dashed curve of Fig. lc shows the 

spectrum calculated by Kelly and Uberall (KU 68) using 12c wave functions · 

(KIA 67) tailored to describe the observed splitting of the El GDR into 

two 1 components. When used to compute (n- ,y) rates, they give a quali

tative description of the data. 

In the above calculation and in most subsequent ones, the distinction 

between .§1. and .! modes is not explicitly maintained. Large shell model 

wave functions are used and here the distinctions occur in the elementary 

nucleon 1natrix elements. The (n- ,y) operator has large spin-flip matrix 

elements (e.g. p 3/2-+ ld 3/2), and the El operator has large non spin

flip matrix elements (e.g. p 3/2 -+ d 5/2) (Ver 7Sb). However, the 

o' 
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characterization of the total nuclear wave function in terms of si and . . ....-. 

~ components is not made. An exception is the calculation for 160 discussed 

below; 

The 12c data first showed up the problem of separating the QF con

tinuum from the resonance. In fact 12c has turned. out to be a favorable 

· case, with the peaks standing out more clearly than in other lp shell 

nuclei (Fig. 10). The .. data defines the resonance peak position quite· 

precisely and. the areas are only subject to _ 30% uncertainty from the 

continuum subtraction. However, for 6Li, 10B and 160, the data do not de-

fine the resonances very well, with both positions and areas being quite 

uncertain. In 14N a peak stands out corresponding to 14c (20 MeV) , but its 

area is. not well defined. Notwithstanding this basic ambiguity in defining 

"resonance" capture, some semi-quantitative features on GDR excitations 

of lp shell nuclei have been learned. The results for 14N illustrate per

haps most completely the general features. A brief discussion of each case 

follows .. 

12c. The shell model analysis of (TT- ,y), C11-, v
1
_), and El matrix 

elements byS)rupsky (Sku 71) shows.that three states dominate these pro

cesses: two 1- levels calculated to be at 22.4 and 25.9 MeV in 12c and 

one 2 level at 20.6 MeV. The two 1 states are largely responsible for the 

observed splitting of the dipole strength in photoexcitation. The 2 level, 

not seen in photoabSO!Jltion, dominates 11-capture where its strength results 

entirely from the axial vector interaction. In TT-capture all three trans-

itions arestrong. The calculated radiative branching ratio. (Table XI) are 

R (1~) = 0.19% and R (2-) = 0.28%; measured values arc 0.159±0.016% and 
y y 
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0.185±0,019%, respectively, If no pole model subtraction is made for the 

2 state, one obtains 0,30% (Table XI) ~ much closer to the theoretical 

value. Generally speaking, Skupsky's calculation accounts quite well for 

12 -the main features of the C(n ,y) data, as well as that of ~~capture, 

electron scattering and photoexcitation. 

16o. The (n-,y) spectrum shows no single peak in the GDR region, 

although enhancement can be seen (Fig. 10) above the pole-model continuum. 

A fit to the data with the pole mode + 1 BW yields a peak position cor

responding toE (16o) = 20.7 MeV and R = 0.22% (Table XI). In 16o X . y 

(e, e'), a peak is· seen (Sic+ 69) at Ex= 20.4 MeV with much of the strength 

attributed to a Jn = 2- state. This state was identified (Bis+ 72) as 

the analo~ of the above (n-, y} stat~. The 16o photoabsorption data 

(Ber 73, BF 75) show no peak at this energy. 

One of the motivations for performing the 160 (TT- ,y) experiment was 

the suggestion by Murphy et al. (Mur+ 67) that spin-isospin quadrupole, 

states (L = 2, S = 1, T = 1) should dominate the capture rates from 2p 

orbit. Since - 90% of the captures are from p orbits, it was hoped that 

evidence for these not-too-well-established collective modes could be found. 

Murphy et al. calculated 1.65% for the total strength of dipole and quad

rupole states, which exceeds eonsiderably the 0.22% attributed (Bis+ 72) 

to resonance capture. Although there are ambiguities in subtracting the QF 

continuum, the 16o(TT- ,y) data lend little support to the proposed selective 

excitation of ,ti, quadrupole resonances. 

Vergados extended the study of 160 (n- ,y) using 1 arge lhw and 2h w 

shellmodel vector spaces and residual Kuo-Lee interactions. He finds that 
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for this doubly closed shell nucleus the distinction between 1 and ~ di

pole modes can be maintained, since the matrix elements of the El operator 

r are large for different 1 states than those of the [ rY1e cr] J=1 opera

tor characterizing si dipole modes. Furthermore, the capture rates 

A (ls) and A (2p) are large when the si matrix elements are large for 
y y . -

0-, 1-, and 2- states. The strongest (1r~,y) state is 2 at::. 21 MeV in 

· 16o, supporting the identification give~ by Bistirlich et al. 

(Table XI). The second strongest (1r-, y) state is predicted to be the 2 at 

13.0 MeV in 16o. This too is in agreement with the data, although the cal-

culated branching ratio 0.38% is much larger than the measured value of 

0.15±0.03%. The giant quadrupole states are predicted to be strongly ex

cited (R = 0.88% for the six strongest 1+, 2+, 3+ states) and w~dely 
y 

distributed in excitation energy (30-50 MeV). The latter result is cer-

tainly consistent with the data. 

Szydlik and Werntz (SW 74) calculated the branching ratios for 

16o(1T-,y) 1~ using semi-phenomenological matrix elements. calculated with 

(lp) -l(sd) 1 wave functions (DW· 72) and scaled to give agreement with 

(e, e') cross sections and 1-1- capture rates; they obtain good agreement 

with the data (Table XI). 

10B The (1r-,y) data exhibits little resolved structure in the GDR 

region and no c~ear separation between QF and resonru1ce capture can be 

ascertained. The 10B photo-absorption cross sections (HS 73) show two 
peaks at 20.1 and 23.1 MeV. 111e analogs in 10Be are expected at - 18.7 and 

10 + . · _ 21.7 MeV. Since B has a 3 ground state, these states must have 

J1T = 2-, 3-, 4 . Spin-isospin dipole states can have J1T = 1- to 5 . 

With this large span on Jf it is perhaps not surprising to observe 
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considerable fragmentationo£ the (TI-,y) transition strength. 

6Li The GDR in the mass-6 system is not well concentrated, 

showing up as a very broad enhancement in the photo-absorption data 

(BS 75). The 6Li (TI""',y) ·6He spectrum is also broad. It is one of the 

few cases where the pole model does not fit well; 3-body phase space 

(Fig. 10) describes that data poorly. There is the suggestion of reso

-nances at higher excitation e~ergy, so the data was analyzed with 

three BW forms superimposed on the pole model, yielding (Bae+ 73): 

R (15.6 MeV)= 0.14%, R (23.7 MeV)= 0.28%, and R (29.7 MeV)= 0.34% y ' y .y 
(E in 6He) . Supporting evidence for a resonance at - 23 MeV can be found in 

X 

the mirror nucleus 6Be (Ver+ 74) and in 6Li at- 26 MeV (VCM 71). Th~se studies 

identified this state with the 33F (L = 3, T = 1, S = 1) predicted by Thomson 

and Tang (TT 69) at- 27 MeV in 6Li. The 6Li (TI-,y) data gives the first 

evidence for this state in 6He. The calculations of Vergados (Ver 74) show 

sizeable strength to 2 and 3- states in this excitation region, with 

Ry (2-, 24 MeV) = 0.2%, Ry (3-, 20 MeV) = 0.2%, and \ (3-, 36 MeV) 

Vergados (Ver 75b) suggested that the strong excitation of states 

with Jf = Ji + 2 may be a general feature of the (TI- ,y) reaction. He finds 

that major contributions to the transition strength arise from the spherical 

tensor operator characterized (VB 72, Ver 75b) by J = 2, L = 1:, S = 1, 

precisely what is needed 'to excite si dipole states with the highest al-._... 

1 d- J cz- · 12c d 16o 3- · 14N d 61·) Th. · · 1 f owe 1n .an - , 1n · an 1 . e stat1st1ca actor 

(2Jf+l)/(2Ji+l) also favors the highest Jf. If the preferred excitation 

of states with Jf = Ji + 2 is indeed characteristic of the (TI-,y) reac

tion, this property will be very useful in mapping out the spin-isospin 
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structure of the GDR since J f = Ji+ 2 states crumot be excited in El 

photoexcitation. The latter reaction has been the main source of data on 

the GDR. 

14N The data show a peak standing out above the continutnn at 

E = 118 MeV corresponding to E c14N} = 22.2 MeV. The fit asstnning the pole' y . X 

model + one BW gives a branching ratio of 0.205 + 0.020% for the resonance 

(Table XI). The 13C(p,y) 14N excitation function (ROP 71) shows a broad 

structure between 18 and 24 MeV, with prominent peaks at 22.1 and 22.6 

MeV. Much of the observed (p,y0) strength is associated (ROP 71) with 2 

states. 

Vergados (Ver 75a) calculated shell model wave functions for 14N 

in a model space of the lhw .excitations (lp + sd, ls + lp). Within this 

space there are 20, SO, 56, 43, and 24 shell model components in the 

0-, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4- T = 1 subspaces, respectively. The 0-, 1-, and 

2- wave functions could be tested in the comparison (Ver 75a) with the 

13 14 C(p,y) N data. The experimental El spectrum is fairly well described, 

althoughsmall shifts (1-2 MeV) in excitation energies are required. 

The calculated (rr-, y) branching ratios for 1.4N are presented 

graphically in Fig. 15. As li1 photoexcitation, the calculated energies 

are lower by several MeV than the peaks in the spectra (Fig. lSa). The 

total radiative branching ratio to all negative parity states is 1.95%, with 

0.06% to 0 states, 0.42% to 1 states, 0.66% to 2 states, 0.73% to 3 

states, and 0.07% to 4- states. A more complete comparison is given in 

Fig. lSb. The curves in this figure were obtained by: (a) assignment to 

each theoretical level a BW shape with FWHM = 1 MeV, (b) shifting all Ex 

up by 2.5 MeV (approximately the amount suggested by the photoexcitation 
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study), (c) folding the theoretical spectrum (R + R vs E )with the in-s p y . . 

stnunental line shape and detection efficiency, and (d) nonnalizing the 

theoretical spectrum to the m.nnber of stopped pions. The resulting spectrum 

was multiplied by 0.4 to approximately fit the data in the GDR region. Thus 

the figure corresponds toR = 0.4(1.95)= 0.78% for the calculated negative 

parity states~ The choice of the factor 0.4 is arbitrary. Clearly a factor 

. < 1 is needed since the calculated branching ratio of 1.95% to lhw ex

citations is almost equal to the measured 2.13±0.21% for the total branching 

ratio. If the lhw states are associated with the BW contribution obtained 

in the fit to the data with the pole-model + BW, a reduction factor of 0.1 

is needed. 

Although the nonnalization cannot be settled until the central 

question of how to separate QF and resonance capture is settled, the quali-

tative features of Fig. 15bare quite interesting. (1) the 3 states appear 

to be responsible for the observed peak at 14C(20 MeV). These states cannot 

be reached by El transitions '~ith 14N(g.s.) and thus are difficult to ob

serve in other reactions. The 0- states are weak in both (p,y) and (1r-,y) 

reactions. The 4 states, also not observed in El photoexcitation, are '~eak 

in (1r-,y) capture. (2) The localization of lhw transition strength to 

Ex = 20±8 MeV is nicely emphasized in the figure. At lower Ex the Ohw 

positive parity states account for.most of the observed transition strength. 

At higher E , 2t1w positive parity excitations and QF capture account for 
X 

much of the observed transition strength. With these features qualitatively 

understood, one hopes that the theoretical calculations will soon progress . 

to where each of these components are separately described and a composite 

curve produced which will fit. the entire experimental spectrum. · 
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7. RESULTS ON MEDIUM MASS AND HEAVY NUCLEI 

At present there exist few investigations of radiative 'IT-capture 

in the broad reign of the periodic table from A = 17 to A = 238. None

theless, a few basic facts are established. (1) The total radiative 

branching ratios, 1-3% (Table III), are nearly the same as for light 

nuclei. Thus large reductions in counting rates will not be encountered 

in the future. This verifies the early theoretical estimate of Brueckner, 

Serber, and Watson (BSW 51) and more recent estimates (GE 70, Guy 72) for 
' .. 40 208 

nuclei from Ca to · Pb. (2) QF capture still constitutes a major 

fraction (70-95%) of the total capture -rate as can be seen in the spectra 

of 24Mg, 40ca and 209si (Figs. 16, 17). The pole-model with the Q-value 

at the nucleus vertex treated as a free parameter describes this component 

quite well. Thi~ together with. the good description of the data from ~1e 
16 ' to 0 shows the pole model to be a rather useful parametrization of QF 

capture. (3) For ·the s-dshcll nuclei 2\ig and 40ca, there is appreciable 

transition strength (R . y 

states. For 209Bi, this 

- 0.3%) to the particle stable and low continuum 

strength has nearly disappeared, with R < Sxl0-4. 
y 

Point (3) above provides a basis for anticipating that the (TI ,y) 

capture reaction c~n be used to study structure of low-lying states (e .. g., 

M1 and M2 states) in medium-mass nuclei. Since the transition strength is 

appreciable and the levels are narrow, the observed strength must be. due 

to sharp lines, poorly resolved. The da~a of Fig. 16 (Bis+ 72) were recorded 

with targets of natural abundances, which in the case of Mg [ 24Mg(79%), 

2 ~(10%}, 2~g(ll%)] might have obscured structure in the spectrum. 24Mg 

is the only example thus far measured of a permanently deformed nucleus with 

a well-developed g.s. rotational band (EV 73), but this has not yet been 

related to the ('TT- ,y) rates. 
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Study of the doubly closed shell nucleus 40ca would seem to be basic 

to establishing the usefulness of the (1r-,y) reaction as a general tool of 

nuclear structure. Unfortunately, there is much fragmentation of the trans

ition strength. The suggestion of a peak can be seen atE c4°K) = 7.4 MeV; . X . 

the analog in 40ca is at Ex :... 15 MeV. The photoabsorption data (ACK 66, 

BS 64) on 40ca hav~ a peak 19.5 MeV (GDR) and negligibly small cross sec-

tions at 15 MeV, thereby demonstrating little relation of the GDR to the 

7.4 MeV state. The 40ca(e,e') studies of the 15 MeV region are inconclusive 

(see e.g., survey given in Ref. (Ube 71) ) , although this would appear to be 

the most promising reaction for observing this state. in 40ca and relating 

it to the (1r-,y) state. In regard to the distribution of (1r-,y) strength, 

Guy and Eisenberg (GE 70) show that simple 1p-1h wave functions predict con

siderable fragmentation, although 44% of the 1 strength goes to two states 

at 14.9 MeV and 12.8 MeV in 40ca, which perhaps is related to the peak in 

the spectrLDll. More detailed discussions of 40ca and 24Mg are not possible 

at present. In view of the tentative structure observed in the 40ca('lf- ,y) 

spectrum, and since 40ca is particular important to shell model studies, 

taking additional, higher resolution, data would seem to be worthwhile. 

7.1 209Bi (ir- ,y) 209 Pb AND OBSERVATION OF A NEW COLLECTIVE STATE 

Examination of the photon spectrum for 209Bi (Fig. 17) shows that 

there is little transition strength to the pure single-particle states of 

209Pb at E = 0-4 MeV. Considerable strength is observed at 120-130 MeV 
X . 

(6-16 MeV excitation in 209Pb) and there is a peak at E _ 129 MeV. The 
y 

curves shown in Fig. 17b and the R given in Table XIV correspond to the 
y 

fit using the pole-model with 1::. = 16 MeV, a fixed line width (r1) of zero 

for the peak at - 129 MeV, and a BW form of variable width Cr 2) and position 

.· 
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to describe the data between the endpoint of the pole-model continut.un 

and the line at Ex= 7.9±0.4 MeV. The latter serves primarily to extract 

a branching ratio for the total strength,to this region and to define a 

background nnder the line, and cannot be regarded as evidence for a single 

"resonance1' excitation in this ,region. By making reasonable variations on 

~' it is found that the range of BW parameters E = 11-15 MeV and , X 

, r 2 = 1-4 MeV are consistent with the data. 

To relate the extracted branching ratios to calculated transition 

rates, the x-ray data must be examined directly sl,nce capture schedules 
' . 

have not been published f~r heavy nucleL The measured broadening of 

1.7±0.5 keV (Sch+ 68) for the 5g-+ 4f x-ray line and the yield Y(5g-+4f) 

= 0.42±0.05 {Knn 69) establish that a sizeable fraction of the captures 

occur from the 4f orbit. The additional information 

and 

Ae.m. (4f-+ 3d)/A (4f) = 1:77xlo17/(2.6±0.8)1018 = 0.07±0.02 , a 

(Bae+ 74) shows that 4f captures do1ninate over 5g and 3d captures. If the 

above ratios hold for orbits of higher nwith same £ (Sec. 3) most of the 

captures must occur from nf orbits. It is expected that some capture 

takes place from £ = 0, 1, and 2 orbits following the assumption (EK 61) 

of a statistical (2£ + 1) population as the initial conditioriin the pionic 

cascade; however, this fraction is small nnder the usual assumptions for 

an initial n(n = 14 (EK 61) ). Thus the radiative branching ratios should 

be given quite accurately by stmnning over f orbits. By taking A (nf)/A, (nf) 
Y a 

to be independent of n, the comparison of experiment and theory for 
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209
Bi can be made by using R.Y = AY(4f)/;\a(4f) with the e.xperimenta1 

.ha(4f) = (2.6±0.8) 1018 sec,;.1 (Sch+ 68). 

The calculated values of .hy given in Table XIV for the single particle 

transitions were computed with hydrogenic wave functions. Comparing sudh 

wave £unctions with optical-model wave functions~ Lucas and Werntz (LW 74) 

deduced the distortion correction factors C(Sg) = 1.38±0.20 and C(4f) 
. . 

= 1.14±0.15. The latter was applied to compute the values of \ in the 

table. The theoretical branching ratio (0.30±0.09)10-4 for the s~ed 

strength to seven single-particle transitions is in good agreement with . 

the measured value (0.36±0.18)10-4. 

State at 7. 9 MeV. The two classes of shell-model configurations ex

cited in 209Bi(n- ,y) are illustrate~ in Fig. 18: (i) those obtained by 

promoting the 1h912 proton to an unoccupied neutron orbital. These are the 

single-particle transitions going up to 4.25 MeV in 209Pb for which trans

ition rates are given in Table XIV (ii) transitions in which the 1h912 
proton remains intact but one of the protons in the closed-shells 

j 2 (N ~ 4) is promoted into a neutron shell j 1 (N ~ 6) resulting in configura

tions 

where J 1 in the angular momentum of the created p-h pair and J the total 

angular momentum of the state (doorway state). Such states are strongly 

mixed in the residual nucleus, possibly giving collective modes. lt is 

not yet clear which type of collectivity is favored in (n-,y) on a heavy 

nucleus. In an effort to explain the peak at Ex= 7.9±0.4 MeV, one might 

consider: (a)· collective states built on the 209Pb ground state such as· 
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the GDR, isoscaler quadrupole states GQR (LB+ 72) , and M1 states; and 

(b), isovector collective modes built on the 209Bi ground state, such as isovector 

quadrupole states, whose T > components would then be observed in 209Pb. 

TI1e evidence for these various collective modes was recently reviewed by 

Satchler (Sat 75) arid th€'oretica1 treatments are given by Bohr and 

Jviottelson (BM 75). Isovector and isoscaler quadrupole states 

are .:;pecifically treated by Bes, Broglia, and Nilsson (BBN 75). A level 

d . ·11 . h. 1 . 209s· 209Pb . h . F. 19 1agram 1 . ustrat1ng t e re evant states 1n . 1- 1s s own 1n 1g. . 

209 The M1 states built on Pb(g.s.) have the form 

+ -7T\ 7T + + + 
l2g912 Cn) ® 12; J 1 , J = 7/2 , 9/2 , _11/2 , 

whe~e 1; is the M1 state in 208Pb (illustrated in Fig. 18)given approxi

mately by (Ver 71) 

The proton component of this state contains configurations of type (ii)~ 

The transition rates to all three states were calculated, giving 
A. 12 -1 10 -1 yC4f) = 2.6xlo sec and A.Y(Sg) = l.lxlO sec (Bae+ 74). Since 

these arc less than the single-particle transitions in Table XIV, the 

(rt- ,y) peak does not seem to be related to Ml states, and in particular 

not to the 7.9 MeV state observed (Fag 75) in 

The GDR and GQR excitations built on the 

208Pb(e,e'). 

209 Pb (g.s.) 

where IL) represents a collective p-h excitation of angular momentum L) have 

T 2. 45/2 and 7T = ( -1) 1 . By examining the possible p-h configurations in such 

wave functions, one sees that the number of components of type (ii) is greatly 

restricted by the condition that j 1 must be 2g912 . In view of the established 

wealmess of the single particle transitions, it is difficult to see how these 
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collective states, built on 209Pb(g,s,)~ could produce strong transitions. 
209 . 

To find Pb states that could lead to considerable coherence in the 

transition amplitudes due to close parentage to configurations (ii), one 

must look at the T> collective states built on 209Bi(g.s.). The analog 

of a state at 7. 9 MeV in 209Pb is at - 26. S MeV in 209Bi (Coulomb displacement 

energy = 18.8 MeV (SZB 72) ) - a relatively unexplored region of .the con-

tinuum. The T> component of the GDR can be eliminated immediately, since 

this is virtually non-existent in nuclei with large neutron excess. Ari 

interesting possibility is the T> component of an isovector quadrupole ex

citation, which can exist since it is formed by Zliw excitations, avail-

able to both neutrons and protons. Theoretical estimates (BBN 75, BM 75) 

for the energies of isovector quadrupole states vary by several MeV, with 

135A-l/3 = 23 MeV being a typical value (BM 75). Thus~ on the basis of ex

citation energy it would appear that the identification of the 7.9 MeV 

state as the analog of a T> component of the GQR of 209Bi is not un

reasonable. To estimate the possible (TI-,Y) strength to such a state, the 

AY (4f) rates to all type (ii) doorway states (Fig. 18) with neutron-
• + + + 

particle, proton-hole states coupled to J 1 = 1 , 2 , and 3 and 

J1T = i~_ ® lh912 = 3/2-, · · · ·, 15/2- were calculated. The surmned rate 

E A (4f) = 84 x 1013 sec-1, gives R = (3.7±l.l)xl0-4 (Bae+ 74), where 
y y . . 

the indicated uncertainty is from the x-ray data and distortion factor. 

The experimental value is (4.7±0.7)xl0-4 assuming the background shown in 

Fig. 17b. Notwithstanding the tmcertainties in both the experimental and 

theoretical numbers, the calculation does demonstrate that the strength 

necessary to excite an isovector GQR can be obtained from the possible 
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doorway states, 

Supporting evidence for the existence of the above collective and 

relatively narrow state is given by the recent .(n,p) reaction studies of 

Kind et al. (Kin+ 75). These studies have shown the close correlation 
c 

existing in (n,p) and ('IT-., y) reactions in the types of nuclear states e.x-

cited. The levels that stand out in the (n,p) reactions at momentum tran~fers 

q = 50 to 400 MeV/c on 6Li, 12c, and 14N are the ones that stand out in 

the ('IT- ;y) reaction. The first comparison for heavy nuclei is made here on209Bi. 

it is indeed remarkable that the 209Bi(n,p) 209Pb spectrum (Fig. 20) shows 

a peak at Ex c209Pb) = 8.1±0.5 MeV in close agreement with the 

7.9±0.4 MeV of the ('TT- ,y) data. The peak in Fig. 20b, which remains after 

subtraction of the QF component as given by 3-body phase space 

(208Pb(g.s.) + n + p), has a width of 2.5 MeV(FW}~). This is approxi-

mately the resolution in the experiment; therefore, the level width is 

< 2 MeV. This too is consistent with the 0-3 MeV of the ('IT-, y) data. 

Data (Kin+ 75) at other angles show correct kinematic tracking for this 

peak, thereby ruling out the possibility that it comes from a low-mass 

target impurity. The measured laboratory differential cross-section at 

Tn =56 MeV and e1ab = 15.5° is 1.4±0.2 mb/sr, using the peak area shown 

in Fig. 20b. The momentum transfer q = 89 MeV/c at this angle is not too 

different from the q = 129 MeV/c of the ('TT- ,y) reaction. Measurement of the 

complete angular distribution and comparison with DWBA calculations may 

give an indication of the rnultipolarity - a most welcome piece of additional 

information. The data of Fig. 20 also demonstrate that the (n,p) transitions 

to the single-particle states of 209Pb are weak. Thus, as with ('TT-,y), it 
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appears that the observed peak must be due to a collective state, most 

probably the T> component of a state built on 209Bi and having an exci

tation energy of "' 26.5 MeV. 

This region of 209Bi was investigated by Snover et al. (Sno+ 74) 

with the 208Pb(p,y) capture reaction in which deexcitation y-rays for· 

E = 17.5- 25.0 MeV were measured. The coefficients of the Legendre-p . . 

polynomial-fits to the y-ray angular distributions show resonances through 

the GDR region as well as an additional resonance at E _ 23.7 MeV having 
X 

a width r _ 3.5 MeV. The authors identify the latter with a possible iso-

vector quadrupole resonance. Electron scattering data systematics 

c208Pb,(Nf 73) ) were used to eliminate the M1 nniltipolarity. Although it 

is premature to identify the (p,y) "resonances" as the parent analog of the 

(p,n) and (TI-,y) state, the excitation energy difference of_ 2.8 MeV is 

probably not sufficient to rule out the correspondence since it depends to 

some extent on assumed backgrow1ds in the data analyses and on the use of a 

-Coulomb energy measured for lower energy states. The isospin was not de

termined in the (p,y) study, but if it is T , the correspondence is of 
< 

course ruled out. 

If indeed some (GQR)T 
> 

th . 209B. . d . streng 1n 1 1s concentrate 1nto a 

relatively narrow excitation region near 26.5 MeV, it would not be sur-

prising to see it in charge exchange (TI-,y) and (n,p) reactions based on 

what is known about these reactions. Clearly there is a significant ad

vantage in studying such states in t.T z = + 1 reactions, since only the 

T> components are populated. Also, one observes them in regions of lower 

level densities and decay widths. In 209Pb, the 7.9 MeV state is only 4 

MeV above the neutron emission threshold (Fig. 19); furthermore, its 
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neutron-part~cle, proton-hole conf;iguration,.prohibits direct decay to 

208pb(g.s.) + n. The fact that perhaps some T> components of isovector 

collective states may be quite narrow1 as demonstrated here for 

209Bi - 209pb, is of course a surprising, interesting, and unexplained 

result. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

If one views the early work on hydrogen and deuterium by Panofsky and 

collaborators at the 18411 cyclotron in Berkeley from the perspective of 

this article-the (n-,y) reaction as a tool for quantiative nuclear struc-

ture studies - then the major accomplishments of this first period were in 

the great clarification on the nature of the probe: its spin-isospin-

parity selection rules and the s-wave n-N coupling strength. The nature 

of the yN :t. nN transition.operator, particulary that A(~·~) dominates 

near threshold, also emerged in this period from the interpretation 

Of the lf-Capture experiments and the COncurrent photoproduction 

studies. 

The second period, delay~d by ~early 15 years as many physicists 

shifted interests to higher energy reactions, began with the measurements 

of Petrukhin and Prokoshkin at Dubna and Davies et al. at Liverpool which 

showed that the radiative branching ratio is 1-3% throughout the periodic 

table. The publication in 1970 by Bistirlich et al. of the 12c data showing 

fine structure in the photon spectrum near 120 MeV gave clear evidence that 

the (n-,y) reaction is selective to nuclear structure. An electron-positron 

pair spectrometer with optical spark chambers was 6nployed to achieve a 

resolution of 2 MeV (FWHM) . at 130 MeV. The continuing work in the six years 

since then has considerably elaborated on the possibilities for nuclear 

structure studies. Selective excitation of Ml,M2, and GDR spin-isospin states 

was demonstrated. The possibility of uncovering new facets of nuclear struc-

. h 11 . . 209B· 1· d Th '.ture, as e.g., m t e new co ect1ve state 1n 1, was rea 1ze . e 

theoretical analysis of (n ,y) reactions on complex nuclei was initiated 

in this period and brought to its present level where modern shell model 

wave functions are employed together with the full IA Hamiltonian as 
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determined on the nucleonic process. The rather precise agreement between 

· d. h h. d £ · · · 3H 61 . 10 12 14 exper;unent an t eery ac leve or trans;LtJ.,ons 1n e, 1 1 B, C, N, . . . . 

and 16
0 has established a quantitat~ve basis for this new probe com-

parable to that of weak- and electromagnetic-interaction probes. 

The third phase, generated by the construction of meson factories 

and new high intensity electron linacs, is just getting underway. A wel- · 

come new feature will be the availability of data on the inverse reaction 

(y,n), which offers the possibility of momentum-transfer-variation starting 

near q = 0, as well as selecting n's in all three charge states. The fixed-q 

studies of n-capture - which were necessary to first demonstrate that 

in fact this reaction is useful for nuclear structure investigations -

will be greatly expanded with the anticipated x (102 - 103) increase in 

n- stopping densities and the use.of multiwire proportional chambers in 

pair spectrometers (permitting event rates close in 100/sec.) Thus spectra 

with 104 ~10 5 events should be obtainable in running times of several hours, 

and resoiutions approaching 0.5 MeV are anticipated. 'fhe combined improve

ment in counting statistics and resolution should sharpen considerably 

the spectroscopy of nuclear states in the low-excitation region and help 

in distinguishing resonance from quasi-free capture in the 10 to 40 MeV 
.. 

. 40 
region. Clearly, some of the data taken in phase two, e.g., on Ca and 

209Bi, should be repeated, and more data should be taken on all regions 

of the periodic table. The region above A = 40 is virtually unexplored. 

In addition to the improved spectra, new types of data should be forth-

coming. Among these are K - y coincidence spectra. Such direct measure
a. 

ments of ls radiative branching ratios and photon spectra will reduce the 

uncertainties in comparisons with theory. Also possible will be·in the 

measurements of particle-y correlations where the photons are detected 
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with high re~olution. Differences in the neutron-y correlation for quasi

free and resonance cap-ture may give a means to distinguish these components, 

and thereby help solve this basic problem left from phase two. Accompanying 

the improvement in the quality and types of data, one would expect progress 

in the theoretical interpretation-perhaps culminating in a quantitative 

treatment of the complete radiative absorption channel based on a microscopic 

description of the nuclear structure. 
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TABLE I. Parameters of pair spectrometers used in radiative pion ~apture 
studies of nuclear structure. 

Berkeley SIN 
Optical Wire 
Chambers Chambers MWPC 

Magnet 
gap 33 33 50 em 
length 208 208 250 em 
width 41 41 60 em 
max B 10 10 12 kG 
working B 8 8 8 kG 

. a 2x10-S 4.5x10-S l.lxl0- 4 Acceptance (n ) 
y 

Converter 0. 011 Au 0. 011 Au 0. 011 Au em 
target-conv. dist. 120 77.5 120 em 

Measured pts. on trajectory 3 5 5 

Wire angles with respect to 
mid-plane ± 12° ' 00 90° ' 

±60° 

Spatial resolution of chambers ±0. 3 ±0. 3 ±0.1 em 

Resolution (FWHM at 130 MeV) 2b 1. 8b 0.8c MeV 

Contributions to the resolution 
energy straggling 
200 mg/em2

, converter 0.4 0.4 0.4 MeV 
160 " , opt. chb. 0.4 MeV 

80 " , lvire chb. 0.2 MeV 
40 " , M\NPC 0.1 MeV 

An&JUlar + spatial resolution 
(multiple scatt. included) 0.6 1.6 0.6 IvleV 
Field map relative 0.4 0.4 0.1 MeV 

a f:-.0. ny = 4n x (conversion probability) 

b measured 

c calculated 
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TABLE II. Expected counting rates at 1neson factories for selected 
experiments in radiative pion capture studies.a 

Reaction Target Other Particles Branching Detector 
Thickness Detected (energy) Ratio . (Acceptanceb) 
(g/cm2) (MeV) (%) 

-n p + ny 0. 7 39.5 

0. 7 neutron (8. 9) 39.5 scintillator 
(0.12) 

6 Li(n- ,y)all 3.5 4.4 

6He(O+) 3.5 0.3 
+ 6He(O ,ls) x-ray(2p+ls,.26) 0.13 SiLi(5*10- 4) 

6He(O+,ls) x-ray(2p+ls,.26) 0.13 Nai(2*l0- 2) 

12C(n- ,y)l2B 
(giant reso.) 4.0 neutron (4-6) 0.2 scintillator 

(10- 3) 

Rate 

-1 (sec ) 

37 

4.4 

5.5 

0.5 

10- 4 

4*10- 3 

3*10- 4 

a Calculations assume 1.8*106/sec n entering the target after the degrader, 

wh1ch is the measured rate for the 200 ~V/c beam of the SIN El channel 

with an internal proton-current of 20 ~ . The spot size of the degraded 

beam is 36 cm2, the FWHM of the stopping distribution is 2.5 g/cm2 CH2. 

The acceptance of the SIN-pair-spectrometer of l.lxl0- 4 (Table I) was used. 

b This is the acceptance (solid angle x efficiency) for the second particle 

detected in coincidence with the photon. 
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TABLE II I. Radiacti ve and charge exchange branching ratios for stopped 
n-absorption on nuclei. 

Target Nucleus Radiative (R )a Charge Exchange (RTIO) Atomic cagture y (%) (%) Orbitals 

1H 39.5 ± 0.3c,d 60.5 ± 0. 3c,d 3s, 4s 

2H 24.7 ± o. 7d . 08 ± 0.10e 3s, 4s 

~ 4. 5 ± o. sf Q-forbidden 3s, 4s 
3He 14.3 ± 1. 3g 17.8 2.3g 1s, 2p 
4He 1.50± 0.29h Q- forbidden ls, 2p 
6Li 3.4 ± o.21 'J <.4i ls, 2p 
7Li 1.9± o. 2j <.003k ls, 2p 

lOB 2. 27± o. 221 <. 41 ls, 2p 

12c 1. 67± 0. 0811\,j Q-forbidden ls, 2p 

14N 2.13± 0. 211 <.41 ls, 2p 

160 2. 24± 0.4811 Q- forbidden ls, 2p 

26,24M . g 2.15± 0.4311 Q- forbidden (ls), 2p (3d) 
325 1.8 ±. O.lj 2p, 3d 

40Ca 1.94± 0.3511 <.5n 2p, 3d 

Ti(nat) 1. 5 ± 0.1° <. 004k 2p, 3d 

63,65Cu 1.5± 0.1J <.004k 2p, 3d 

Pb(nat) 2.1 ± 0.5° <.oo2k 4f, 5g 

209Bi 0. 98± 0.10P <.5P 4£, 5g 

a If several measurements exist, a weighted average is given. 

b(Bac 70); 

c(CS 55); 
k(PP 64); 

hydrogen isotopes given in Ref. (LB 62). c(Coc 61); d(Rya 63); 

f.(Bis+ 7 5) ; g (Tru+ 74) ; h{Bis+ 70~) ; j (Bae+ 73) ; j (DM\11 66); 
1 (Bae+ 75); m(Bis+ 70b); 11 (Bis+ 72); 0 (PP 65); P(Bae+ 74). 

.. 
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TABLE IV. Pionic atom capture schedules for hydrogen, 4He, 6 Li, and 12C. 

n=7 

6 

The probabilities w(n£) for n-absorption into the nucleus from 
orbital n£ as deduced from cascade calculations are given. 

1Ha ~~Heb sLic 12Cc 
£ = 0 t = 0 t = 1 t = 0 t = 1 t = 0 

0.003 

1 0.013 

£ = 1 

5 0.09 0.70 0. 006± 0. 004 0. 005±0. 005 0.0035±0.0015 0.038±0.007 

4 0.44 0. 016±0. 006 0. 035±0. 001 0. 0025±0. 0015 0.082±0.008 

3 0.39 0. 022±0. 007 0.130± 0. 006 0. 0015± 0. 0008 0.145±0. 002 

2 0.04 0. 019±0. 005 0. 430± 0. 075 0.003 ±0.001 0.63 ±0.05 

1 0.14' 0. 335±0. 065 0.06 ±0. 02 

d .979 0.84 0. 40 ±0. 09 0.08 ±0. 03 w s 

w 0.16 0.60 ±0.09 0.92 ±0.03 
p 

wd 'VlX10- 5 'V7XlQ- 4 

a(LB 62); entries are for liquid hydrogen; values for liquid deuterium and 
tritium may be slightly different (Leo 75) since strong absorption rates 
Aa(ns) are different; values for gaseous targets are different (Leo 71). 

b(Bac 74); values are for liquid 4 I-Ie; 1.21±0.8% (BKS 65) of n's decay in 
in the cascade. 

c(Sap + 72) 

dwt = :Ew(n£) 
n 
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TABLE V .. Pionic X-ray data on light nuclei needed to relate theoretical 
radiative transition rates to the experimental branching ratios. 

Absorption Widths (hAa) Capture Probabilities Distortion Factors 

Nucleus 

4He 0.045±0.003a 

6Li 0.195± 0. 012c 

i OB 1. 68± 0.12£ 

12c _3.12± O.l2f 

14N 4. 48± 0. 30f 

160 7. s6t o. sof 

ra (2p) 

(eV) 

(7. 2± 3. 3) 1cf+a 

o. 015± 0. 004d 

0. 032±0. 06f 

2.6t0.9d 

(L 9Si) 

2.1± 0. 3f 

4.68) 

0.84a 0.16a 

0. 40t 0. 09 d 0. 60t 0. 09 d 

0.20g 0.80g 

. 8(}!: 0. 03 d . d 
0.92±0.03 

0.10& o.9o& 

. j 
.086 .015 0. 914± 0. 01Sj 

a(Bac 74); b(RW 71); c(Bac + 73); d(Sap + 72); e(MW 73); 

0. 77b 

0.70e 1. 2e 

o.sh 1. 4h 

0.51e 1. 41e 

o.sh 1.4h 

0.69k 1.18k 

f(Bac 70); references to original work and comparisons of various measurements 

and optical potential calculations are given. 

&From extrapolation of 6Li and 12C capture schedules (Sap + 72). 

11Asstuned to be the same as for 12C (MV 73). 

1 0ptical potential value used by (MW 73). 

jAvcrage value given by (Bis + 72). 

kcsw 74). 
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TABLE VI. Theoretical and experimental values for the coefficients of the radiative n-capture matrix element. 

A B ... -3 3 (10-.:>/m) (10 /m ) 
TI TI 

Kawaguchi et al. (KOS 68) a) -32 7.5 

Ericson, Delorme (DE 66) a) ,h) -34±3 19 

:tvtaguire, Werntz (MIJ 73) a) -33.2 4.8 

c 
(10- 3 /m3) 

TI 

-37 

-17 

-32.9 

D 
-3 3 (10 /itt ) 

. TI 

-14 

-10 

-11.7 

E 

(lo- 3;m3 
TI 

Previously 

Used 

Values 

Roig, Pascual. (RP 73) a) -31.9 4.2 -29.5 -10.9 

30.4 

20.7 

Schwela b) -31. 7±.9 6.5±.2 -33±.9 -8.9±.6 
Phillips, Roig (PR 74) a) -31.8 5.9 -33.1 -13.1 

Born (text) -32.1 

Berends et al. (BIJIJ 6 7) c) -33.1 

Adamovich et al. (Ada+69) d) -31. 5±1. 0 

Adamovich et al. (Ada+69) e) -32.5±.5 

Adamovich et al. (Ada+69) f) -32. 7±. 7 

Adamovich et al. (Ada+69) g) -33.4±.4 

2.6 

5.2 

4. 8±. 3 

-33.8 

-31.4 

-12.1 28,0 

-12.5 

Theoretical 

Values 

Experimental 

Values 

Pfeil, Schwela (PS 73) g) -29.0±1.4 
7.4±.2 
6.9±.3 -27.0±1.0 -13.7±1.7 

Panofsky ratio -32.9±.6 

1 'recommended'' i) -32.6±.4 7±3 -27±4 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e)~ 

These authors use the multipole tables of ref. (BDW 67). 
Private communication, using ref. (PS 73). 
Our evaluation, see g) 
Using data of ref. (Ada + 66) 
Using angular distributions, data of ref. (Ben + 56) and 

f) 

g) 

h) 

-14±2 28±2 

Using total cross-sections, data of ref. 
(Ben+ 56) and (San+ 54). 2 Our evaluation: polynomial fit in (qk) m 
as described in the text 
Electric quadrupole neglected 

(San + 54) i) · A: weighted average of entries d, f and Panofsky ratio; 

C> 

0 
.•. 

·'· 

c. 
j;, 

J'~ 

c: 
0~ 

I 

\.0 E ;· 
Vl v·. 

I 

..0 

..0 

B,C,D: Pfeil, Schwela with errors increased to include uncertainties of extrapolation_ 
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TABLE VII. Radiative transition rates calculated with the 
''elementary-particle- soft-pion'' ansatz. 

Transition 

t: 2 3 

1T 1T + + 1+ 0+ 1/3 Ji'Jf'S(Ji ,Jf) . 1/2' 1/ 2' 2 ' ' 

k (MeV) 135.8 134.0 

q2/m2 .947 .922 
lT 

ft1 (sec) 1137 796. 7 
-~ 

FA2(0) 1. 488 2.615 

2 
IFM(q )/FM(O) I 0.78±0.01 0.65±.03 

cs .97 .654 

-1 3.86 X 1015 1. 88 X 1015 A (ls)(sec ) y (1.23 x 1015)d 

-1 
Aa(ls)(sec ) 5.62 X 1016 2. 97 X 1017 

Ay/Aa 6.86 X 10 
-2 6.32 X 10- 3 

-3 
Rs 2.53 X 10 _3 d 

(1. 66 X 10 ) 

a (ER 72); (Tru + 74) and references cited therein. 

b {Del 70); (ER 72) 

c (Bae + 75) and references cited therein. 

d (Ber 75) 

7 

1+ 0+ 1/3 
' ' 

138.6 

. 977 

1. 052 X 105 

1.978 X 10-6 

1. 38± .12 

.so 

1. 31 X 1011 

6.82 X 1018 

1. 9 X 10- 8 

1. 9 X 10 -9 
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TABLE VIII. Summary of experimental values and some resulting interpretations for radiative capture 
of stopped TI- on hydrogen and helium nuclei. 

Panofsky ratio P a 

Radiative branching 
ratio, R (%) 

Nucleon ejection 
only; R n Ua) 

Results 

a 
A(TI- +A.-¥TT 0+Af) 

p = 1 . 
i A TI-+Ai+y +Af ' 

lH 11 ~ 

1.533±0.021b (3±4) 10_3c od 

39.5± 0.03b 24.7±0.7g 4.5±o.8h 

75.3±9.7 95. 5±0. 8" 
. 

rr, rr 0 mass odd parity tri-neutron 
of TI- search 

link TI-N determine (3n) ex-
scattering a citation 
Clal~aAI) 

nn spectrum 
to p1o_ studied 
photo-
production 
at threshold 

( E;:-)) 

bRef. (Coc+ 61) ; 

£Ref. (Tru+ 7 4) ; 

~ef. (CS 55) ; 

gRef. (Rya 63) ; 

\ie 4He 

2.28±0.18e 2.68±0.13£ 

t : 6.9±0.5 6.6±0.8 1.50±0.201 

dn :3.6±1.2 
-[7.4±1.0] pnn : 

tot: 14.0±1.0 

73.7±5.9 68.3±2.6 98.5±0.3 
3Hn: 19. 4±1. 8j 

im~ulse a~prox. tested for T=l (T =+1) 
P( He)/P( H) structfire of 

T=3/2,1/2 structure of A=4 system; 
studied; obser-A=3 system studied. vation of un-

soft-pion relations bound states 
Ry -I F ( q 2) I 2 ; 1 ink to 
~-capt~re and S-decay 

dChange-exchange Q-forbidden; eRef.(Zai + 67) 

~ef. (Bis+ 76); iRef.)Bis+ 72); jRef. (Blo 63) 

I 

,Q 

0 

.!!-:'' 

c 
, .. t:~. 

A 

c: 
(;~; 

~ 0• 
I 

c 
0 
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TABLE IX. Radiative pion capture branching ratios and 1s-level widths 
tor the isotopes of hydrogen and helium 

Isotope · Reaction Radiative Capture Radiative Capture Total1s Level 
Branching Ratio 1s Width (Theory) Widtha 

(%) (eV) 

.1 - . b 
0.324 ± 0.008c H· 'IT p -+ ny 39.5 ± 0.3 0.82 ± 0.02 

2H 'lT-d-+ nny 24.7 ± 0.7d 0.251 ± o.o2se 1.02 ± 0.11 

3H 'IT t -+ nnny 4.5 ± 0.8f 0.046g 1.02 ± 0.18 

~e -3 'IT He -+ ty 6.6 ± 0.8h 2.44i 37.0 ± 4.5 
4He -4 1.5± 0.3j 0.86k 57 ± 11 Jl, 'IT He -+pnnny 

(45 ± 3) 

aObtained from A (1s) = A (ls)/R (experiment); 
. a Y Y 

bRef. (Coc+61) 

'11sing IE~~~ = (3.26 ± 0.04) x 10- 2/m'IT and 
2 m -2 3 

r (1s) = h 8 I E'IT+-1 (k/m ) (1 + ~) (am ) 
y o 'IT m 'IT . p 

dRef. (Rya 63) 

eObtained from ;\('JT-d-+nny)/:\ (~'"p-+ ny) = 0.775 ± 0.078 (GGS 75b) and 
hydrogen rate given above. ~ 

fRef. (Bis+ 76); gRef. (PR 75); hRef. (Tru+ 74); iRe£. (PR 74); jRef. (Bis+ 72) 

kRef. (RW 71); £measured, Ref. (Bac+ 74). 
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TABLE X. Branching ratios and radiativ~ tr~sition 
rates for absorption of stopped 1r in He· 

Reaction Experimental Branching ratios 
Theory 

(Tru+ 74) (Zai+ 65) . >-y(ls) 

(%) (%) lS -1 (10 sec ) 

7T- 3He+tY 6.6 ±0.8 6.9 ±0.5 b c 3.3 ,3.6 

-+dny l~ .4 ±1.~ 3.6 ±1.2 2.3b 

-+p.nny 0.8b 

-+trro 17.8 ±2.3 15.8 ±0.8 b c 9.6 ,9.0 

-+dn 15.9 ±2.3 9±4d 

-+pnn 57.8 ±5.4 32±8d 

-+dn+pnn 68.2 ±2.6 73.7 ±5.9 41±9 

P(\Ie) 2.68±0.13 2. 28±0,.18 b e 
2.9, 2.8 ' 2.5c 

All channels 57±9, 56 f 

a . 16 -1 . Us1ng ra(ls).= 5.7x10 sec xh = 37.5 eV and ws = 1. 

bRef. (PR 74); cRef. (Tru+ 74); ~ef. (PR 73). 

ePanofsky ratio corrected for pions capturing from 2p-state. 

f(Ref. CE 74), based on extrapolation of higher Z data. 

Ra 
s 

(%) 

5.8, 6.3 

4.0 

1.4 

16.8,15.8 

15.8 

56.1 

71.9 
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TABLE XI. Radiative rr-capture branching ratios for 1p-shell nuclei with 
excitation of individual nuclear states. 

Nuclei J~ 
1 

J7T 
f 

0+ 

2+ 

0+ 

2+ 

2+ 

12e-.J2Bf 0+(1+,2+,2-) 

2 

1 

14N+14ce 1+ 0+ 

2+ 

2+ 

1+ 

giant reso. 

E (T =1) 
X Z 

(MeV) 

0.0 

1.8 

0.0 

3.37 

5.96 

0.35 

4.75 

8.10 

0.0 

7.01 

8.32 

11.3 

20.0 

160_}6~ + - - - -0 (2 ,0 ,3 ,1 )0.0 

2 7.70 

Experiment Shell Model 

E {T =0) R R X Z y y 

(MeV) (%) (%) 

3.56 0.306±0.035 
b c d 

0.30, 0.44, 0.41 

5.36 0.148±0.025 0.15c 

1. 74 0.025±0.004 0.036e 

5.11 0.044±0.007 0.085e 

7.48 0.105±0.013 0 .169e 

15.45 0.091±0.009 0.088d 

19.85 0.185±0.019(0.30)g 0.29h 

23.20 0.159±0.016(0.42)g 0.19i 

2.31 0.003±0.002 0.01e 

9.17 0.077±0.009 0.12j 

10.43 0.040±0.006 0.10j 

13.75 0.051±0.007 0.049 e 

22.2 0.205±0.020 

13.0 0.15 ±0.03 k t 0 .18, 0. 38 

20.7 0.22 ±0.05(0.58)g 0.61t 

aRe£. (Bae+ 73); bRef. (Ber 75}.; eRe£. (Ver 74) dRef. (t-M 73); e(Bae+ 75); 

£Ref. (Bis+ 72); gAsswne pole-inodel contribution to peak area = 0; 
h . - . . i 

Ref. (Sku 71); 1ncludes only 2 state at E = 5.1 ~1eV. Ref. (Sku 71), 
includes 1- states at E = 7. 0, 7. 5, and 1d~s MeV. J Ref. (Bae+ 75), cor
rected for (sd)2 admixtOres of Lie(Lie 72); kRef. (SW 74); R-Ref.· (Ver75bJ. 
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TABLE XII. Radiative transition rates and branching ratios for the 
6- · ( - .) 6H ' ) . . h d . Ll n ,y etg.s. react1on W1t stoppe p1ons. 

Method Transition Rates a b Reference Branching Ratios 

A.Y(ls) A. (2p) R R R 
y s p y 

(1015 sec-1) (1010 sec -l) (%) COo) (%) 

''elementary 
particle 1.65 0.22±0.05 (GK 68) 

+ 
soft pion" 
ansatz 1.86±0.18 0.25±0.06 (PF 70) 

2 3 +0. 4 
. -0.2 0.31±0.09 (FE 70) 

2.3±0.5 0.31±0.10 0.31±0.05 0.62±0.11 (Del 70) 

IA+Shell 1. 51±0.15 5.26±0.60 0.20±0.05 0.14±0.05 0.34±0.07 (MW73), 
Model b=2.05F 

1.64 5.86 0.22±0.05 0.15±0.06 0.38±0.08 (Ver74), 
b=1.95 

1.67 5.46 0.22±0.05 0.14±0.05 0.37±0.07 (Ver 74)~ 
b=2.0 

1.47±0.22 4.12±0.62 0.20±0.05 0.11±0.04 0.31±0.07 (RP73), 
b=1.98 

1.23 0.17±0.04 0. 30±0. 06d(Ber 75) 

Experiment 0.306±0.035 
(Bae+ 73) 

1.0 ±0 .1 (Deu+ 68) 

~1e strong interaction distortion factors are included in the values given. 
Typical values are C = 0. 70, C = 1. 2 (MW 73). 

b s p 
Obtained from R = R + R = w [Ax (ls)/A. (ls)l + w [A (2p) /A. (2p)l with 
w = 0.60±0.09,Yw =5 1 - ~ (Sap+ 72) a P Y a 

p s p -
Aa(1s) = (195.2±12.5eV)/h = 2.97(1+0.064)1017 sec 1 (Bac+ 73) and 

A (2p) = (0. 015±0. 004 eV) /h = 2. 28 (1±0. 27) 1013 (Sap+ 72) a . 
(continued) 
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TABLE XI I ( cont,) 

cA (ls) and A (2p) calculated using wave functions of Ref. (DW 73) and 
cY = o.65, c Y= 1.1. 

cl_ s p 15 -1 
'"Ubtained from Ay(ls) = 1. 23xl0 sec (Ber 75) and AY(2p) = (5. 26±0. 60) 

1010 sec-1 (MW 72). 
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TABLE XIII. Shell model analysis of weak, electroma~etic, and pion photoproduction interactions 
with nuclear states 6Li(l+), He(o+), and 6Li(o+, 3.56 MeV) 

Observable Exp 
. a enment Theory 

b . c 
Donnelly et al. Bergstrom 

Quadrupole moment 6Li(l+) -0.80±0.08 mb -0.80 -0.80 (fit) 

Magnetic dipole moment 6Li(1+) +0.822~1 n.m. +0.82 · 0.822 

y-lifetirne: 6Li(O+) ~6Li(1+) 8.16±0.19 e~ 8.16 
6Li(e,e) and (e,e') transverse F~1 (q) q< 200 ~1eV/c q< 400 MeV/c 
magnetic dipole form factor FM1(q) t · pararne r1ze 

p-shall h.o. parameter b = 2.03 transition 

--------------------------~------------3~~~--------
. 6 6 + 

8-decay (A ): He~ Li(1) 
- y 6 6 

~ -capture (\ ): Li ~He 
. ~ 

(n-,y) branching ratio CRy) 
(y,n+) photoproduction, ~i/aproton 

aRe£. (ASL 7 4) 

-1 0.858±0.002 sec 
3 -1 1.6 + 0.33)x10 sec 

- 0.13 

0.306±0.035 % e 

0.073±0.002 h 

0.877±0.023 
(1. 39±0. 04)x103 . 

0.37±0.07£ 

0.12 

0.855±0.024 

(1. 33±0. 04) x103 

0.304±0.058g 

0.090 

b . . . 6 . + 2 
Ref. (DW 73, KD 74); based on shell model wave funct1ons ~( L1, 1 ,T=0)=0.810 (p3; 2) 

2 6 + - - 2 2 

(theory) 

-0.581 (p3/ 2 p1; 2) + 0.084 (p1; 2) and ~( He,O T-1) - 0.80 (p3; 2) + 0.60 (p1~) . 
6 . + 3 1 3 . + ~ef. (Ber 75); based on ~( L1, 1) = 0.924 5:t + 0.369 P1 + 0.102 D1 and ~( e, 0) = 0.843 

3 3 s0 - o.537 P0 
(continued) 
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TABLE XIII (cont.) 

~est fit to (1p) 2 form factor giyes b = 2.16 F with x = 3.4. This indicates that r.u form factor is 
not adequately described in (lp) harmonic oscillatorvbasis. 

€Ref. (Bae+ 73) 

£Ref. (Ver 74); calculated using wave functions of Ref. (DW 73), Cs = 0.65, C = 1.1, and rr-atom data 
of Table XII. 

gObtained from Ay = 
data of Table XIi. 

hRef. (Deu+ 7 4) 

1.23xlo15 sec-1 (Ber 75), A (Zp) = (5.26±0.6Q)xlo10 sec-1 (MW 72) and rr-atom 
y 

. 

I 

t-' 
0 
N 

I 
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TABLE XIV. Transition rates and branching ratios for radi.ative capture of 
stopped rr- on 209Bi. The single-particle transitions rr- + lhg;2 
(proton). -+ y + j (neutron) with rr- in 4f or 5g orbits are 
compared with the experimental value for the st.nn of all transi-
tions up to 4 MeV excitation in 209pb, (Bae+ 74). 

Single-particle E (209Pb)a 
State in 209pb X 

(MeV) 

2g 9/2 0 

1i 11/2 0.78 

1j 15/2 1.43 

3d 5/2 1.57 

4s 1/2 2.04 

2g 7/2 2.50 

3d 3/2 2.54 

Experiment 7.9±0.4d 

13 . ±2 

aRef. (BM 69) 

E b >. (4f) >.y(5g) . y 
y 

· 10~3sec -l 1010sec-1 (MeV) 

136.8 0.93 4.17 

136.0 1.17 3.11 

135.5 3.69. 10.70 

135.2 0.31 1.51 

134.8 0.08 0.35 

134.3 0.32 0.14 

134.3 0.15 0.58 

Theory . Sum: 

Expt. RyC0-4MeV) = 

128.9±0.4 (r1=o-3 MeV) 

124 ±2 cr 2=1-4 MeV) 

R (total) y . 

R (4f)C y 
10-4 

0.041±0.012 

0.052±0.015 

0.163±0.048 

0.014±0.004 

0.004±0.001 

0.014±0.004 

0.007±0.002 

0.30 ±0.09 

0.36 ±0.18 

R =(4.7±0.7)10~4e 
y 

R =(9.6±1.6)10-4e 
y 

=(98±10.0)10-4 

bAsstmling 4f capture; photons from 5g capture will appear at 0.59 MeV higher 
energies due to smaller rr binding energy. 

cAsstmling 4f capture only; I<y = Cf>.:y (4f)h\a(4f) with distortion factor18 _1 C(4f) = 1.-14±0.15 (LW 74) and >. ·cwf) = (1.7±0.5 keV)/h = (2.6±0.8)10 sec 
(Sch+ 68). a 

dAssuming 4f capture; Ex = 8.5±0.4 MeV if assume Sg capture. 

eFit with 6::16, r1 _ 0, r 2 = 2.7±0.8 MeV, Ex= 7.9±0.4 MeV, and 
Ex= 11.7±0.2 MeV. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Photon energy spectrum from n capture in 12 C (Bis + 70b,Bis + 72). 

(a) Spectrum with fitted function, using three Breit-Wigner forms 

plus the pole model for the continuum. (b) Photon spectrum for 

. pions with a mean energy of 40 MeV used for in-flight background 

subtraction. (c) Spectrum·with the pole model subtracted. The 

solid curve is the best fit. The dashed curve is the prediction 

of Kelly and Uberall (.1\.'U 68) using the Arirna model for the giant 

resonant states. 

-Fig. 2. Line shapes for measuring the 129.4 MeV photon of the n p-+ny 

reaction with aNal crystal (Bay+ 75}(b), and the pair spec-

trometers of Panofsky et al. (PAH Sl)(a), Phillips and Crowe (PC 54)(a), 

and Nicholson et al. (Nic+ 68) (c). The latter achieved a resolution 

of 0.6 MeV (H~). 

Fig. 3. Plan view of the experimental set up at the 184" cyclotron of the 

Lawrence Berkeley Laborato1~ used for inve~tigations of radiative 

pion capture on nuclei. 111e inset shows the pair spectrometer 

and range-telescope geometry (Bis + 72, Bae + 73). 

Fig. 4. (a) Acceptance of the LBL pair spectrometer as a function of photon 

energy (Bae + 73); fly= (t.r2/4n) x (conversion probability) x (spark 

chamber detection efficiency). (b) Photon spectrum from n-capture 

on hydrogen. 

Fig. 5. First order Born diagrams contributing to the pion photo-
-

production reaction yn -+ n p. 
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Figure Captions (Cont.) 

Fig. 6. Real parts of coefficients of the radiative capture. matrix element. 

(a) A = E0 + vs. (qk/m~); (b) B·qk = M1+ - M1_ + 3E
1
+ ; 

(c) C·qk = -M1+ + M1_ + 3E1+ ; (d) D•qk = -2M
1
+ - M

1
_ •. 

0 Adamovich et a1. (Ada 69); x, Adamovich et al. (Ben + 56), . (San + 54), 

and (Ada + 69); 6. Panofsk)r ratio; • Adamovich et al. (Ada 69); · · 

• Pfeil and Schwela (PS 73). -Polynomial fit to results of (PS 73); 

---- From (BDW 6 7) ; .... Born approximation (text) ; - ·-- . - . - · Polynomial 

fit to the. results of (Ada+ 69). 

Fig. 7. Photon spectra for the hydrogen isotopes. The curve shown with 

the data for deuterium (Rya 63) is calculated for a n-n scattering 

length ann = - 16.4 F. The curve shown with the data on tritium 

(Bis+ 76) is from th~ cal~lation of Phillips and Roig (PR 75). 

The interaction of the three outgoing neutron? are treated in 

the Amado model (Ama 63), with no resonances put in. 

Fig. 8. Photon spectra for 3He (Tru+ 74) and 4He (Bis+ 70a). The curve 

in (a) is from a pole-model calculation with~= 6.8 MeV (Sec.6). 

The curve in (b) is the result of an R-matrix calculation 

(Bis+ 70a) assuming excitation of the three states indicated. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the data on the radiative breakup reactions from 

n capture on 3He with theoretical spectra (PR 74) calculated 

using the Amado model. The spectrum shows no sign of a resonance. 

Fig. lO.Photon spectra for lp shell nuclei. Solid curves are pole-model 

calculations. Three body phase space (curve in (a)) does not 

describe the continuum well. 

Fig. ll.Pole graph for quasi-free radiative n-capture (DP 68). 
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Fig.l2 .. Isobar level diagram for the levels of A= 6 nuclei (ASL 74) 

relevant to study of the 6Li(TI-,y) 6He(g.s.) transition. 

Fig.13. Meastrred Ml transition strengths in lp shell nuclei (in Weisskopf 

units vs. excitation energy, g=(2Jf+l)/(2Ji+l) (Fag 75)). Strong 

(1r-,y) transitions to the analog states in the T = T (target)+l z z 
nuclei have been observed in the nuclei identified by an X. 

Fig.14. Photon spectra and level diagrams for (n- ,y) transitions to the 

particle ~ stable and low - continuum state of 10Be and 14c 

(Bae+ 75). The spectra are after subtraction of the pole model 

and BW contributions (Fig. 10) . In 10Be the ivU transition to 

the 7.5 MeV state dominates 18if electron scattering and is seen 

to dominate the (1r-, y) sp~ctrurn. In 14c, the analogs of the 

two strong M1 states at 9. 2 and 10.4 MeV in 14N dominate the 

(1r-,y) spectrum. The 14N(g.s.) state is seen to be extremely 

weak as expected from the 106 hindered Garnow-Teller 8-decay rate. 

Fig .15. Results of the shell model calculation (Ver 7Sa) for lhw ex-

. · · h · · 14NC ) 14c d h d c1tat1ons 1n t e react1on n-,y are comp~re tote ata 

(Bae+ 75). (a) Branching ratios to the strongest states. The 

data are on arbitrary scale. (b) Theoretical branching ratios 

(x0.4) foldedwith the instrumental resolution and acceptance. 

The solid cutve is the summed strength and corresponds to a branching 

ratio of 0. 78%. 

Fig .16. Photon spectra for naS1g and 40ca (Bis+ 72) . The curves are 

pole-model calculations with~ = 16 MeV and 13 MeV, respectively. 

The data show appreciable'transition strength to the particle

stable and low-continuum states of the residual nuclei of Na 

and 4°K, respectively. 
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Fig.17. Photon spectnnn for 209Bi (Bae+ 74). The curve in (a) is a pole

model calculation (6 = 16 MeV) normalized to the data between 

70-110 MeV; in (b) the curve is a fit to the full spectnnn 

(pole-model+ BW +line). The data show weak excitation of the 

single-particle states in 209Pb (0-4 MeV) and strong excitation 

of a state at 7.9 MeV in 209Pb which was tentatively identified 

(Bae+ 74) with the T> component of an isovector quadrupole ex

citation at -26.5 MeV in 209Bi (Fig. 19). 

Fig.18. Shell-model levels in the 208Pb region. The single-article trans-

. . . (.) f h. 209B. ( - ) 209Pb . d h ( .. ) . 1t1ons ~ o t e 1 n ,y reactlon an t e 11 neu-

tron-particle proton-hole excitations discussed in the text are 

illustrated. The relationship of the M1 excitations to the 

209B.(- ) . . 1 d" d. h 1 n ,y react1on 1s a so 1scusse 1n t e text. 

F. 19 L 1 d" f . f 209B· d 209Pb 1g. . eve 1agram or g1ant resonance states o 1 an . 

The peak in they-spectrum of the 209Bi(;- ,y) 209Pb reaction at 

Ex= 7.9±0.4 MeV is tentatively identified as the excitation 

of the analog of the T> component of an isovector quadrupole 

state of 209Bi at 26.5 MeV. The well-known GDR and possible 

isoscaler quadrupole resonances (LB+ 72) are also shown. 

Fig.20. Proton energy spectrum from the 209Bi(n,p) 209Pb.reaction obtained 

by King et al. (Kin+ 75). The data in (b) are what remain after 

subtraction of the QF continutnn as given by 3-body phase space. 

The peak atE c209Pb) = 8.1±0.5 MeV is identified with the peak 
X 

at 7.9±0.4 MeV observed in the (n-,y) reaction (Fig. 17). 
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